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Interoperability is a software quality property related to the information exchange among 
software systems with heterogeneous characteristics. Interoperability is developed in 
levels—e.g., technical, syntactic, semantic, and organizational. Interoperability involves 
essential elements and propositions—i.e., relationships between the essential elements—
which can be identified and stated as a theory. Some proposals are intended to formalize 
interoperability by using common frameworks, common models, and meta-models. 
Common framework proposals include a set of concepts, practices, and criteria focused on 
identifying and solving interoperability problems. Common models are intended to 
represent in some way the interoperability, aiming to understand, describe, and control it. 
Meta-model proposals include models of interoperability problems. Additionally, systematic 
literature reviews are intended to agree empirical evidence about interoperability. Previous 
work fails in proposing a theory due to four main reasons: (i) a disunified terminology about 
interoperability is used; (ii) essential elements of interoperability are unidentified; (iii) 
interoperability principles are left aside; and (iv) a general view of interoperability is 
unreached. In this Ph.D. Thesis we propose a theory about interoperability among 
heterogeneous software systems. First, we unify the interoperability terminology and we 
recognize seven essential elements for unifying interoperability vocabulary. Then, we state 
the propositions associated to such essential elements for explaining interoperability. 
Essential elements and propositions are represented on the Semat (Software Engineering 
Method and Theory) Essence kernel, since it has a set of essential elements related to 
software engineering and a simple language for describing such elements. We also 
exemplify some of the propositions. The validation of the theory is carried out in two ways 
(1) expert consultation and (2) application of the propositions to some scenarios. The 
proposed theory helps to unify terminology about interoperability by identifying seven 
essential elements, stating the propositions for explaining how interoperability happens, 
and explaining how to achieve interoperability by using the minimal defined set of elements. 
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1. Introduction 
Interoperability is characterized as a software quality property in the software quality model 
of the ISO/IEC 25010:2008 standard (2008), and it is defined as “the degree to which the 
software product can be cooperatively operable with one or more other software products” 
(ISO/IEC 25010:2008, 2008). The ability for exchanging and using the exchanged 
information is a characteristic of interoperability recognized by scholars (IEEE Std 100, 
2000; Dassisti & Chen, 2011; Diallo et al., 2011; Naudet et al., 2010). Interoperability is 
generally referred as a phenomenon happening at least between two software systems with 
heterogeneous characteristics. Heterogeneity in software systems is related to differences 
among characteristics of software, hardware, and data. The hardware characteristics 
comprise platforms, networks, and manufacturers, among others. The software 
characteristics comprise models, protocols, and interfaces, among others. Meanwhile, data 
characteristics comprise formats and types (Rezaei et al., 2014). 
Levels of interoperability are intended to describe requirements of the systems for achieving 
interoperability (C4ISR Interoperability Working Group, 1998; Rezaei et al., 2014). Such 
levels are technical, syntactic, semantic, organizational, pragmatic, and dynamic. Technical 
interoperability is related to the capacity of electronic equipment (hardware and software) 
or its components for establishing machine-to-machine communication. Syntactic 
interoperability is related to the capacity for formatting data. Semantic interoperability is 
related to the capacity for operating data with semantic agreements. Organizational 
interoperability is related to the capacity of organizations for communicating and 
transferring data (Rezaei et al., 2014). Pragmatic interoperability is related to the capacity 
for achieving the desired effect with the information exchanged (Asuncion & van Sideren, 
2010). Meanwhile, dynamic interoperability is related to the capacity for exchanging 
services controlled by events (Noreña et al., 2018). 
A theory is used to provide understanding about some phenomenon (Sjøberg et al., 2008; 
Wohlin et al., 2012). A theory can be defined in terms of essential elements and 
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propositions. Interoperability essential elements are the necessary entities to describe, 
analyze, and predict interoperability. Also, propositions are stated from relationships 
between essential elements. Propositions help to explain how interoperability happens. 
Additionally, the scope of the theory should be determined and the theory itself should be 
tested. A theory can be formulated in the shape of an axiomatic approach with axioms as 
well-accepted statements and their derived propositions (Hintikka, 2011; Tall, 2004). An 
axiom has propositions and it is intended to systematize uncontroversial facts accepted by 
the expert community (Easwaran, 2008). 
Some authors try to formalize interoperability by defining, characterizing, and explaining 
such a property according to different perspectives. In such contributions interoperability is 
formalized by using common frameworks, common models, meta-models, and systematic 
literature reviews. As common frameworks are included: (i) interoperability standards (ISO 
11354:2011, 2011; ISO 16100:2009, 2009) looking for defining a common vocabulary about 
some issues related to interoperability; and (ii) other frameworks (Challita et al., 2017; 
Torres et al., 2017; Varga et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2017; Abukwaik et al., 2015; Spagnoletti 
& Za, 2012; Dassisti & Chen, 2011; Diallo et al., 2011; Kalfoglou & Schorlemmer, 2004; 
Euzenat, 2001) looking for analyzing interoperability and proposing some practices to 
establish interoperability and some criteria to evaluate it. Meanwhile, common models are 
representations of interoperability solutions and they are generally used in the development 
of computer-aided applications. Such common models include aspects of interoperability 
for improving understanding and allowing for reasoning about this property (Saha et al., 
2017; Nostro et al., 2016; Thakur & Shrivastava, 2015; Ma et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2012; 
Spalazzese, 2011). Meta-models are intended to characterize interoperability by using 
general concepts useful to describe other models (Ullberg et al., 2012; Diallo, 2011; Naudet 
et al., 2010; Szkyman et al., 2001). Other meta-models are focused on formatting data 
(Harris, 2017; Lezoche et al., 2012; Lavrisheva, 2010; Rossiter et al., 2007). Finally, 
systematic literature reviews are useful for collecting empirical studies about the current 
state of interoperability and posing new challenges (Zacharewicz et al., 2017; Panetto et 
al., 2016; Abukwaik et al., 2014; Jardim-Goncalves et al., 2013; Carmagnola et al., 2011). 
Such reviews are suitable for tracking concepts to describe interoperability and predicting 
future scenarios for applying the propositions of interoperability. 
Proposals formalizing interoperability have at least one of the following problems: 
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− Authors refer to interoperability by using disunified terminology. Three causes 
generate this problem: a lack of consensus about what interoperability is, the lack 
of a unified vocabulary, and the uncomplete characterization of interoperability 
(Diallo, 2011; Torres et al., 2018). 
− Essential elements for describing interoperability are unidentified. Three causes 
generate this problem: a complete view of interoperability is missing, existing 
interoperability approaches are difficult to be compared, and solutions for some 
interoperability problems by using current approaches are missing (Panneto et al., 
2016, Diallo et al., 2011; Naudet et al., 2010). 
− Interoperability principles are left aside. Two causes generate this problem: 
interoperability problems are difficult to identify and the real sources of the problems 
are disregarded (Dassisti & Chen, 2011; Ullberg et al., 2012). 
− A general view of interoperability is unreached. Two causes generate this problem: 
until now, the proposals are focused on a single level of interoperability—e.g., 
technical, syntactical, semantic, and organizational interoperability, etc.—and 
general representations of interoperability are absent (Rezai et al., 2014; Panneto 
et al., 2016). 
In this Ph.D. Thesis we formulate a theory about interoperability among heterogeneous 
software systems by using an axiomatic approach. First, we unify the interoperability 
terminology. Unification is reached by using a systematic literature review and a 
terminology unification process. As a result, we obtain the list of studies where the concepts 
are identified and we recognize seven essential concepts of interoperability: source 
software system, target software system, information, interface, context, language, and 
symbol. Such essential concepts are used for explaining interoperability: "Interoperability 
happens between two software systems—i.e., source and target software systems—when 
information is transmitted using an interface, such information (containing symbols) written 
in a language can be interpreted according to a common context.” Then, we state the 
principles of interoperability in the shape of five axioms—i.e., interoperability domain axiom, 
interoperability profile axiom, interoperability common context axiom, interoperability 
language axiom, and interoperability interface axiom. In addition, propositions derived from 
the axioms are used to describe how the essential elements interact during interoperability. 
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Interoperability propositions are also used to express what we need for establishing 
interoperability among heterogeneous software systems. 
Our proposed theory is represented by using the Semat (Software Engineering Method and 
Theory) Essence kernel (Jacobson et al., 2014). In such a kernel, essential elements of the 
software engineering endeavors are defined. Such essential elements are collected from 
software engineering methods and practices. Essential elements of our proposed theory 
are related to the Semat essential elements, e.g., source and target software systems are 
elements derived from the Semat essential element called software system. The 
propositions are represented by using the Semat Essence language, which eases the 
definition of constraints concerning the elements by offering more expressiveness. In 
addition, we create examples of some of the propositions concerning data modeling, 
context setting, and information flowing, among others. 
We propose two methods for validating our work (1) expert consultation and (2) application 
of the propositions to some scenarios. The expert consultation is executed by using a 
questionnaire answered by experts—i.e., university professors, researchers, consultants, 
and professionals—with Master/Ph.D. degrees and at least two years of experience working 
on interoperability subjects. Some propositions of our theory are then applied to 
interoperability scenarios. Scenarios are taken from case examples reported in the 
literature for understanding interoperability. Scenarios are also given in different 
environments, for example, interoperability among databases focused on semantic 
interoperability. 
We organize this Ph.D. Thesis as follows: in Chapter II we present the fundamentals about 
interoperability; in Chapter III we analyze the formalizations about interoperability, then, we 
state the problem, the hypothesis, the objectives, and the methodology of this Thesis; in 
Chapter IV we propose and exemplify a solution about interoperability essential elements 
and the axiomatic approach; in Chapter V we synthetize the results of the validation 
methods; and Finally, in Chapter VI we discuss conclusions and future work. 
  
 
2. Theoretical Framework 
In this Chapter the fundamental bases used in this Ph.D. Thesis are presented—i.e., 
interoperability, software systems heterogeneity, levels of interoperability, theories in 
software engineering, Semat, and pre-conceptual schemas. 
2.1 Interoperability 
In the software quality model of the ISO/IEC 25010:2008 standard (2008), interoperability 
is classified as a software quality property related to the compatibility property. The software 
quality properties of such model are used for measuring the degree of fulfillment of the 
software product concerning to the software specification. Properties are characterized by 
name, type—i.e., inherent and assigned—; methods—i.e., set of operations organized for 
measuring a property—; level—i.e., criteria of quality—; and measures—i.e., variables to 
which values are assigned by using a method of measure (ISO/IEC 25000:2014, 2014). 
Some interoperability definitions are presented below: in the ISO/IEC 25010:2008 (2008) 
interoperability is defined as “The degree to which the software product can be 
cooperatively operable with one or more other software products”. In the authoritative 
dictionary of IEEE Std 100 (2000) interoperability is defined as “the ability of two or more 
systems or components to exchange information in a heterogeneous network and use that 
information”. Dassisti and Chen (2011) propose a description of interoperability as 
“interoperability for a system means to provide a mutual flow of desired outputs 
(information, products...) to another system so that the cooperation become effective”. 
Naudet et al. (2010) define Interoperability as an incompatibility problem “an interoperability 
problem appears when two or more incompatibility systems are put in relation, 
interoperability per se is the paradigm where an interoperability problem occurs”. Finally, 
Diallo et al. (2010) define interoperability by using two conditions information exchange and 
usability of information “these two conditions whenever they are met constitute 
interoperability”.  
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The previous authors recognize as a characteristic of interoperability the ability for using 
the information exchanged. Hence, the ability for exchanging information, which it is already 
dominated in many areas—e.g., IoT, networks, and mobile agents, etc.—is insufficient for 
measuring interoperability. The ability for using the exchanged information—i.e., 
understanding and interpreting such information—is also necessary for assessing 
interoperability property in software systems.  
2.2 Software system heterogeneity 
Heterogeneous software systems have differences in their hardware, software, and data 
characteristics (Rezaei et al., 2011). Differences in hardware characteristics are related to 
(i) heterogeneous platforms and networks—i.e., different specifications for connecting by 
using network infrastructures; and (ii) heterogeneous manufacturers—e.g., different 
materials, resources, and standards. 
Differences in software characteristics are related to (i) heterogeneous models—i.e., 
models with different approaches, levels of detail, etc.; (ii) heterogeneous protocols—i.e., 
different rules of communication, and (iii) heterogeneous interfaces—i.e., different 
procedures and input data formats for communicating software systems. Finally, 
differences in data characteristics are related to (i) heterogeneous formats—i.e., different 
data structures; and (ii) heterogeneous data types. 
2.3 Interoperability levels 
Rezai et al. (2014) define four levels of interoperability: technical, syntactic, semantic, and 
organizational interoperability. Other authors also consider the pragmatic and dynamic 
levels (Asuncion & van Sideren, 2010; Noreña et al., 2018). 
− Technical interoperability is related to the capacity for establishing direct 
communication between electronic equipment for exchanging information 
successfully. This level of interoperability is focused on machine-to-machine 
communication, protocols, and the necessary infrastructure. 
− Syntactic interoperability is related to the capacity for exchanging data. This level of 
interoperability is focused on format and encoding of data for transmitting a 
message. 
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− Semantic interoperability is related to the capacity for operating data with agreed-
upon semantics. This level of interoperability is focused on the common 
understanding and human interpretation of exchanged information.  
− Organizational interoperability is related to the capacity of organizations for 
communicating and transferring meaningful data. This level of interoperability is 
focused on the information exchange across organizations. The success of this level 
of interoperability relies on the previous three levels. 
− Pragmatic interoperability is related to the capacity for causing the effect intended 
with the sent message. This level of interoperability is focused on data, properties, 
and entities involves in the message domain. It depends on the success of syntactic 
and semantic interoperability. 
− Dynamic interoperability is related to the capacity for exchanging services controlled 
by events. This level of interoperability is focused on the state of services, resources 
capability, and process. 
2.4 Theories in software engineering 
A theory is used to provide understanding about some phenomenon by using basic 
concepts and mechanisms. A theory is aimed to establish new knowledge about a 
phenomenon. Theories also are used for explaining hypothesis about the observations of 
a phenomenon (Wohlin et al., 2012); with a theory, an analytical generalization is reached 
by using empirical methods like cases studies and experiments. A theory is defined in terms 
of essential elements and propositions (Sjøberg et al., 2008). 
2.4.1 Types of theories in software engineering 
Theories in the software engineering discipline are classified into five types (Wohlin et al., 
2012):  
− Analysis, for describing and conceptualizing a phenomenon by using taxonomies, 
classifications, and ontologies, among others. 
− Explanation, for explaining why something happens. 
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− Prediction, for proposing assumptions about what will happen based on previous 
evidence about some phenomenon. 
− Explanation and prediction, for combining types 2 and 3. 
− Design and action, for describing how to do something. 
2.4.2 Framework for describing theories in software 
engineering  
Building a theory comprises five steps (Soerberg et al., 2012): 
− defining essential elements—i.e., defining new essential elements in a new theory, 
introducing new essential elements in a known theory, deleting essential elements 
in an existing theory, adding and deleting essential elements, and expressing more 
precisely old essential elements. 
− defining the propositions—i.e., defining new propositions, deleting propositions, 
adding and deleting propositions, defining more precisely existing propositions. 
− providing explanations about the propositions—i.e., explicitly stating assumptions, 
challenging or extending knowledge, borrowing perspectives from other disciplines, 
providing logical justifications based on empirical studies or empirical evidence. 
− determining the scope—i.e., specifying values of essential elements or combining 
values of essential elements.  
− testing the theory—i.e., performing case studies or experiments. 
2.4.3 Axiomatic approach 
A theory can be formulated by using an axiomatic approach, which comprises new concepts 
in the way of axioms—i.e. well-accepted statements—and their derived propositions (Tall, 
2004). Formulating an axiomatic approach means to formulate a set of truths, from which 
other truths can be derived. Such derived truths are fulfilled in all models of an axiomatic 
approach. For this reason, an axiomatic approach is used for establishing the body of 
knowledge related to a phenomenon, which is the basis to investigate about a subject 
matter (Hintikka, 2011). An axiom is intended to systematize uncontroversial facts accepted 
by the expert community (Easwaran, 2008). Specifically, An axiom is an intuitive statement 
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used for declaring propositions. Axioms and propositions derived from such axioms make 
up an axiomatic approach (Tall, 2004). 
2.5  Semat (Software Engineering Method and Theory) 
Semat (Jacobson et al., 2014; Kajko-Mattsson et al., 2012) is an initiative intended to 
establish software engineering as a rigorous discipline. This initiative is intended to find the 
kernel of essential elements and define the theoretical basis of software engineering. As a 
result, a kernel with elements essential and universal to all development endeavors is 
defined and expressed in a simple language. Such essential elements are collected from 
software engineering methods and practices. The essential elements are classified in three 
main categories: alphas (see Figure 2-1)—i.e., the essential things to work with—; activity 
spaces (see Figure 2-2)—i.e., essential things to do—; and competencies—i.e., key 
capabilities required. Additionally, the kernel is organized in three areas of concern: 
customer—i.e., including all the things related to the use and exploitation to the software 
system—; solution—i.e., including all the things related to specification and deployment of 
the software system—; and endeavor—i.e., including all the things related to the team and 
the way to work. 
 
Figure 2-1: The Semat kernel alphas. 
(OMG, 2014) 
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Figure 2-2: The Semat kernel activities spaces.  
(OMG, 2014) 
The Semat Essence language is specified for expressing the Semat kernel elements in a 
simple, natural, and graphical way. Semat Essence graphical elements with their names, 
symbols, and descriptions are presented in Table 2-1. Also, formal expressions related to 
the Semat Essence elements can be written by using the Object Constraint Language 
(OCL) in the Semat Essence language. OCL is a language for modeling invariant conditions 
in the UML models (OMG, 2014). OCL is used in Semat for stating invariants—i.e., 
descriptions about rules of the elements—and additional operations—i.e., descriptions for 
completing such rules (OMG, 2014; Yepes, 2017). 
Table 2-1: The Semat Essence graphical elements.  
Adapted from (OMG, 2014; 1/2) 
Name Symbol Description 
Alpha  




Activities always carried out in any software engineering endeavor. 
Activity 
 
Defines one or more types of work products and tasks, and guidelines on 
how use them in a practice context.  
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Table 2-1: The Semat Essence graphical elements.  
Adapted from (OMG, 2014; 2/2) 
Name Symbol Description 
Practice 
 





Connects a work product with an alpha or a role. Connects an activity 
space with an activity or a phase. 
Role / Phase 
 
Set of responsibilities. Development process stage. 
Work product 
 
Device of value and relevance for a software endeavor.  
2.6 Pre-conceptual schemas 
Pre-conceptual schemas are graphical models used for representing the knowledge about 
some domain. Such schemas are also used for summarizing the main features of a problem 
domain (Manrique & Zapata, 2014). Pre-conceptual schemas involve structural and 
dynamic elements of a domain by using a language close to the natural language. In Table 
2-2, the main elements of this kind of schemas are described. 
Table 2-2: Pre-conceptual schema elements.  
The authors based on (Noreña et al., 2018; 1/2) 
Element name Description 
Graphical 
representation 
Concept Represents nouns and noun phrases CONCEPT  
Structural relationship 
Represents the verbs “be” and “have” for 
producing definitive relationships 
STRUCTURAL 
RELATIONSHIP  
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Table 2-2: Pre-conceptual schema elements.  
The authors based on (Noreña et al., 2018; 2/2) 
Element name Description 
Graphical 
representation 
Connection Represents links between concepts 
CONNECTION
 
Annotation Represents possible values of concepts ANNOTATIONS
 
Frame 





Interoperability domain is represented in Figure 2-3 by using pre-conceptual schemas as a 




















































































3. State-of-the-art review and problem 
statement 
Proposals about interoperability formalizations are analyzed in this Chapter. Common 
frameworks, common models, meta-models, and systematic literature reviews are 
proposed in such contributions. Common frameworks involve concepts, practices, and 
criteria for defining, creating, and evaluating interoperability. Common models include 
interoperability representations for creating novel solutions to interoperability problems. 
Meta-models involve general concepts for describing models of interoperability. Systematic 
literature reviews are studies for collecting interoperability proposals related to challenges 
and necessities. Problem statement, hypothesis, objectives, and methodology are 
presented after the analysis of interoperability formalizations. 
3.1 Common frameworks 
3.1.1 Interoperability standards 
Standards such as the framework for enterprise interoperability (ISO 11354:2011, 2011) 
and the manufacturing software capability profiling for interoperability (ISO 16100:2009, 
2009) are developed for defining concepts, analyzing interoperability according to specific 
issues—e.g., necessity to interoperate manufacturing software units—, and proposing a 
common structure for achieving interoperability. The standards are used for reaching a 
common terminology about some aspects of interoperability. However, such terminology is 
specific for explaining some interoperability problems and disunified respect to other 
interoperability proposals. 
3.1.2 Other frameworks 
Other common frameworks related to interoperability formalization are: the framework of 
semantic interoperability in multi-clouds (Challita et al., 2017); the best practices of 
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interoperability software systems (Torres et al., 2017); the framework of cooperative 
systems (Varga et al., 2017); the framework of semantic interoperability by using a tabular 
document (Yang et al., 2017); the framework of conceptual interoperability information 
(Abukwaik et al., 2015); the design theory focused on interoperability among e-service 
environments (Spagnoletti & Za, 2012); the axiomatic approach for analyzing and designing 
interoperability (Dassisti & Chen, 2011); the proposal for understanding interoperability 
(Diallo et al., 2011); the theoretical framework of semantic interoperability (Kalfoglou & 
Schorlemmer, 2004); and the principled approach to semantic interoperability (Euzenat, 
2001). An analysis of interoperability in some of the interoperability levels—e.g., technical, 
syntactic, semantic, and organizational—is performed in such proposals. Interoperability is 
evaluated inside a specific context—e.g., e-services, multi-clouds, simulated systems, and 
enterprise. For this reason, a complete view of the interoperability process is unreached. 
The necessary information and conditions for accomplishing interoperability are discussed 
in some of such proposals. However, they are based on disunified terminology, so they lack 
a common list of essential elements. Finally, the scope of the proposed conditions for 
achieving interoperability is specific to a given context. 
3.2 Common models 
Common models are developed for representing solutions to interoperability problems. A 
formal ontology for multiple product lifecycle domain (Saha et al., 2017) is used for unifying 
concepts, relationships, and axioms related to interoperability. An approach for synthetizing 
connectors (Nostro et al., 2016) is a model covering the connector synthesis process and 
the connectors adaptation process. A review of architectural approaches on federated 
cloud (Thakur & Shrivastava, 2015) is related to the necessity to reach a common 
architecture for cloud computing. The formal model for service cloud interoperability (Ma et 
al., 2012) is focused on characterizing services in the cloud for interoperating among 
applications. 
Yang et al. (2012) propose formal definitions of some concepts frequently used for 
explaining interoperability in the method for semantic interoperability by using information 
flow theory and formal concept analysis. Spalazzese (2011) presents a general structure 
of a mediator for interoperating protocols in the theory of mediating connectors. Such 
proposals are aimed to implement solutions to specific interoperability problems; an 
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abstraction of the interoperability phenomenon is difficult to complete, and some 
interoperability essential elements are overlooked—e.g., protocols, mediators, and 
ontologies are concepts frequently used whereas concepts like interface and context are 
missed. However, formalizations of interoperability presented in such models are useful for 
identifying relationships and patterns of interoperability. 
3.3 Meta-models 
3.3.1 Meta-models for general interoperability 
Meta-models are intended to propose a general model for describing models about 
interoperability. Ullberg et al. (2012) present a meta-model for describing software 
architectures with interoperability purposes. Such a meta-model comprises classes for 
representing the structural organization of interoperability concepts. In addition, the authors 
write rules for predicting interoperability by using a formal language of constraints. Diallo 
(2011) proposes a formal theory of interoperability from a model and simulation (M&S) 
perspective. Differences between the interoperability and interoperation concepts are 
defined in such a theory about a formal data model for interoperability in simulating 
systems. Naudet et al. (2010) create a meta-model for explaining interoperability as an 
incompatibility problem grounded in the general system theory. Definitions of some 
concepts related to systems and interoperability, a systemic model, and a decisional model 
are their main outcomes. The meta-model of product information (Szykman et al., 2001) is 
a core representation for supporting product exchange. Key concepts used in descriptions 
about technical level of interoperability are identified in the categorization and 
characterization of a product information. A specific perspective of the systems such as 
modeling and simulation, set theory, and general systems theory are the basis of the 
aforementioned meta-models; for this reason, their analysis is limited to their areas of 
interest. Hence, interoperability is also characterized according to such perspective, making 
difficult the comparison of the proposals. 
3.3.2 Meta-models focused on interoperability data 
Some meta-models are focused on structuring data for achieving semantic interoperability 
in different scenarios. Systems are formally represented by using category theory in the 
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model of faceted browsing (Harris, 2017); such a representation has interoperability and 
reusability purposes. The author states definitions, theorems, and corollaries related to the 
identification of relations in the information. Elements of the semantic models are defined 
in the model for conceptualizing and structuring semantics in enterprise systems (Lezoche 
et al., 2012). Definitions are used to explain the transformation process of information in 
the semantic level. Lavrisheva (2010) presents an axiomatic system related to 
interoperability among programs and system components—e.g., modules, functions, 
routines, etc. Such an axiomatic system is based on the fundamental data type theory. 
Rossiter et al. (2010) formalize interoperability by using categorical theory for structuring, 
constraining, and manipulating data. They try to explain the necessity of a context in all 
abstract levels of information. Some the aforementioned meta-models are focused on the 
formalization about data representations—e.g., categorical theory, semantic model, and 
data type—for modeling the mutual understanding during interoperability. However, such 
meta-models have partial views of interoperability according to their focus on semantic 
interoperability. Then, some interoperability elements related to the information 
representation are hidden, resulting in incomplete meta-models for addressing 
interoperability problems. 
Interoperability principles are left aside in meta-models. Also, a disunified terminology is 
used and explanations of interoperability are referred to different types of systems. Hence, 
interoperability among software systems lack a clear specification. 
3.4 Systematic literature reviews 
Zacharewicz et al. (2016) assess barriers and open challenges in enterprise information 
systems with a model-based approach of interoperability. Panetto et al. (2016) pose the 
lack of a unified interoperability theory as a challenge of the semantic interoperability. An 
evaluation about interoperability levels, architectural problems, and solutions is presented 
by Abukwaik et al. (2014). Jardim-Goncalves et al. (2012) propose a revision about the 
body of knowledge of interoperability—i.e., frameworks, theories, and models. Carmagnola 
et al. (2011) develop a survey about user model interoperability. The aforementioned 
proposals are useful for understanding the necessity of formalizations about interoperability 
and analyzing how some elements are used in interoperability descriptions. 
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The findings of the analysis about the previous interoperability formalizations are 
summarized in Table 3-1. 
Table 3-1: Findings of the state-of-the-art review about interoperability.  





































































(ISO 11354:2011, 2011) Common framework    X X   
(ISO 16100:2009, 2009) Common framework  X   X   
(Challita et al., 2017) Common framework X       
(Torres et al., 2017) Common framework X X X     
(Varga et al., 2017) Common framework  X      
(Yang et al., 2017) Common framework X       
(Abukwaik et al., 2015) Common framework X  X     
(Spagnoletti & Za, 2012) Common framework    X    
(Dassisti & Chen, 2011) Common framework    X   X 
(Diallo et al., 2011) Common framework  X     X 
(Kalfoglou & Schorlemmer, 2004) Common framework X       
(Euzenat, 2001) Common framework X       
(Saha et al., 2017) Common model X       
(Nostro et al., 2016) Common model  X      
(Thakur & Shrivastava, 2015) Common model  X      
(Ma et al., 2012) Common model  X      
(Yang et al., 2012) Common model X       
(Spalazzese, 2011) Common model  X      
(Ullberg et al., 2012) Meta-model X     X X 
(Diallo, 2011) Meta-model X X    X X 
(Naudet et al., 2010) Meta-model    X  X  
(Szykman et al., 2001) Meta-model  X      
(Harris, 2017) Meta-model  X      
(Lezoche et al., 2012) Meta-model X     X  
(Lavrischeva, 2010) Meta-model X      X 
(Rossiter et al., 2007) Meta-model X       
(Zacharewicz et al., 2017) 
Systematic literature 
review 
   X    
(Panetto et al., 2016) 
Systematic literature 
review 
X X X X    
(Abukwaik et al., 2014) 
Systematic literature 
review 
X X X X    
(Jardim-Goncalves et al., 2013) 
Systematic literature 
review 
   X    
(Carmagnola et al., 2011) 
Systematic literature 
review 
 X      
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3.5 Problem statement 
Previous proposals fail in formulating an interoperability theory due to four reasons (see 
Figure 3-1): 
− Authors refer to Interoperability by using disunified terminology: 
interoperability is defined in different ways depending on the used approach and the 
addressed level of interoperability (Diallo, 2011). Also, interoperability proposals are 
expressed in different terms, even when such terms are used with the same 
purpose, leading to an incomplete characterization. A characterization of 
interoperability should be defined in terms of source and target software systems, 
interface, and language, among other concepts (Torres et al., 2018). 
− Essential elements for describing interoperability are unidentified: 
Interoperability problems are defined avoiding a complete view of all the elements 
and actors involved. Due to such partial views solutions of interoperability problems 
are still underdeveloped. In addition, existing approaches are difficult to compare 
because they are described by using different interoperability characterizations 
(Panneto et al., 2016; Diallo et al., 2011). A formal characterization of 
interoperability by using its essential elements should be useful to provide a 
common field where interoperability approaches can be planned and discussed 
(Naudet et al., 2010). 
− Interoperability principles are left aside: Identification of problems is difficult due 
to an intuitive deduction of essential elements, propositions, and explanations about 
interoperability (Dassisti & Chen, 2011; Ullberg et al., 2012). For this reason, some 
sources of interoperability problems are related to the interoperability profile, the 
information context, and the exchange languages, among others. 
− A general view of interoperability is unreached: proposals are focused on a 
single level of interoperability—e.g., technical, syntactical, semantic, and 
organizational, among others. For this reason, the majority of interoperability 
proposals are based on a different understanding about how interoperability 
works—e.g., technical level of interoperability is related to the definition of technical 
standards and the establishment of communication among heterogeneous 
protocols and platforms. In addition, interoperability representations are developed 
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for addressing a specific level of interoperability (Rezai et al., 2011; Panneto et al., 
2016). 
 
Figure 3-1: Cause and effect diagram about lack of an interoperability theory.  
The authors 
In this Ph.D. Thesis we formulate a theory about interoperability among heterogeneous 
software systems. The proposed theory is intended to unify the interoperability terminology 
based on a systematic literature review, define the interoperability essential elements by 
gathering the interoperability formalization proposals, and state the propositions for 
explaining how interoperability happens. A common characterization for analyzing and 
discussing about interoperability should be possible by formulating the proposed theory. In 
addition, the proposed theory is formulated for explaining interoperability in terms of 
essential elements and their relationships, which are useful for identifying interoperability 
problems and their causes. Based on the proposed theory, new interoperability approaches 
can be modeled. 
3.6 Hypothesis 
The formulation of a theory of interoperability among heterogeneous software systems 
allows for identifying the minimal set of essential elements participating in the 
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interoperability and determining relationships among such essential elements.  Such a 
theory should be general to all interoperability scenarios. 
3.7 General Objective 
Formulating a theory about interoperability among heterogeneous software systems, based 
on the Semat kernel. In such a theory, interoperability essential elements will be defined 
and fundamental propositions about interoperability will be stated. 
3.8 Specific Objectives 
1. Categorizing the essential elements—identified from state-of-the-art methods and 
models—of the interoperability among heterogeneous software systems. 
2. Determining which elements of the Semat kernel—i.e., sub-alphas, activities, 
competencies, patterns, and resources, among others—are essential to software 
engineering endeavors for achieving interoperability among heterogeneous software 
systems. 
3. Declaring the theory about interoperability among heterogeneous software systems 
based on the fundamental propositions, which state the interoperability essential 
elements. 
4. Establishing the scope of the theory and the logical demonstrations about essential 
elements and propositions of the proposed theory. 
5. Validating the proposed essential elements and the propositions about interoperability 
among heterogeneous software systems by using empirical methods. 
3.9 Methodology 
In this Ph.D. Thesis, we use a research methodology adapted from the framework for 
building theories in software engineering proposed by Sjøberg et al. (2008). The main 
phases of such methodology are the following:  
− Review phase (see Figure 3-2) comprises activities intended to answer questions—
e.g., what the research problem is, why is it important, and what is the current state 
of the art—by using a state-of-the-art review about the subject matter.  
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− Construction phase (see Figure 3-3) comprises activities intended to develop the 
theory by identifying and unifying the constructs (called essential elements); 
identifying relationships among the essential elements; and defining an axiomatic 
approach—i.e., axioms, propositions, and Semat representation of propositions. 
− Validation phase (see Figure 3-4) comprises activities intended to validate the 
theory by using empirical methods. 
 
Figure 3-2: Review phase of the methodology.  
The authors based on (Sjøberg et al., 2008) 
 
Figure 3-3: Construction phase of the methodology. 
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Figure 3-4: Validation phase of the methodology. 
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In this Chapter we formulate the theory about interoperability among heterogeneous 
software systems as the solution to this Ph.D. Thesis. The theory is developed in two steps: 
first, we unify the interoperability terminology by using a systematic literature review and a 
terminology unification process; then, we state the principles of interoperability as an 
axiomatic approach. Each step comprises the activities explained in Chapter 3.  
4.1 Systematic literature review process 
The systematic literature review is performed by following the guidelines proposed by 
Kitchenham (2017). Such guidelines include three main activities: planning the review, 
conducting the review, and reviewing the obtained studies. 
4.1.1 Planning the review activity  
This activity is aimed to gather the studies about interoperability formalizations for 
identifying interoperability essential concepts. Then, the research question of our 
systematic literature review is stated:  
what is the set of essential elements for describing interoperability? 
We look for scientific papers between 2000 and 2017 in databases as Science Direct, 
IEEEXplorer, Google scholar, Springer, and Scopus for answering the question. The query 
used to address the search includes terms in three categories: terms related to 
interoperability, terms related to systems, and terms related to theory, as follows: 
(Interoperability OR Interoperate OR Interoperation OR Interoperable) 
AND 




(Theory OR Formal OR Axiomatic OR Formalization OR Theoretical OR General) 
4.1.2 Conducting the review activity 
This activity is performed twice, once in 2015 and again in 2017; we intend to gather recent 
studies in the latter search. In 2015 197 papers are retrieved. Next, 74 papers are selected 
by using the selection criteria applied after reading the abstracts and key words: 
• General Selection criterion. We include only papers in English from peer reviewed 
conference proceedings, journal articles, book sections, and doctoral dissertations. 
• Title and key words selection criterion. We include papers related to formalizations of 
interoperability—i.e., papers using words as theories, formal, formalization, and 
foundation of interoperability, among other words. We also include papers in which 
interoperability is the main topic—i.e., papers using words as interoperability, 
interoperation, communication among systems, and semantic interoperability. 
Furthermore, we include papers related to empirical studies about interoperability—e.g., 
interoperability analysis, interoperability challenges, interoperability survey, and 
scoping studies, among others. 
• Full paper selection criterion. We include papers with formalizations as general system 
theory, model theory, first order logic, graph theory, and papers with models of 
interoperability among databases, protocols, clouds, etc. 
In 2017 we repeat the search—by applying the same query and the same criteria—by 
limiting the year of publication to 2016 and 2017; as a result, we obtain 19 new papers. 
4.1.3 Reviewing the obtained studies activity 
The 93 gathered papers—i.e., 74 in 2015 and 19 in 2017—are analyzed, obtaining two 
kinds of papers: papers with general models and meta-models of interoperability 
representations and models of interoperability representing particular solutions to 
interoperability problems—i.e., proposals to solve interoperability problems with new 
methods by using existing technologies (e.g., XML standards in semantic web and 
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ontologies in semantic understanding, among others). We decide to continue the next step 
with 29 papers related to general models and metamodels. 
4.2 Terminology unification process 
We use the methodology proposed by Krauthammer and Nenadic (2004) for identifying 
terms. This methodology has three tasks: (i) term recognition—to extract concepts from a 
domain—; (ii) term classification—to map in a category the identified concepts—; and (iii) 
term mapping—to link terms to well-defined concepts across data sources. 
The original methodology is adapted to follow four steps: (i) identifying interoperability 
essential elements discussed by several authors—related to recognition task—; (ii) 
understanding the meaning of such essential elements; (iii) tracking essential elements 
along other proposals— steps ii and iii are related to the classification task—; and (iv) 
unifying essential elements—related to the mapping task. 
4.2.1 Identifying interoperability essential elements 
We look for interoperability essential elements by using the most common concepts—i.e., 
words used by authors referring to interoperability definitions, issues, solutions, challenges, 
etc.—within the retrieved studies in this step. We perform a hand-made directed search by 
reading the full paper; next, we select the concepts related to interoperability domain with 
high number of repetitions—by performing the advanced search option of the software 
application used, namely Adobe Acrobat Reader DC. We report the number of times each 
concept is reported into the document (see Table 4-1). Next, we repeat the procedure 
across all primary studies by searching common words employed by the authors. We use 
frequency as a statistical measure, because frequent expressions are possibly important 
concepts for an examinated domain (Pazienza et al., 2005). Then, we use frequency count 
for obtaining a list of the most common concepts found in the selected studies (in Table 4-














Systems 242  Time 19 
Interoperability 198  Complex 18 
Enterprise 148  Interface 17 
Data 122  Properties 17 
EIS 112  Networked 17 
Service 103  Relation 15 
Information  100  Languages 13 
Semantic 92  Infrastructure 13 
Ontology 75  Cloud-based 12 
Model 69  Behavior 12 
Context  65  Set 11 
Cyber-physical  47  Logic 9 
Aware 38  Language 9 
Framework 38  Structure 8 
Resource 33  Meaning 8 
Environment 32  Function 8 
Cloud computing 32  Exchange 8 
Knowledge 30  Interoperation 7 
Software 22  Model-driven 6 
CPS 21  Standard 5 
Domain 21  Protocol 5 
Security 21  Perceptivity 4 
Architecture 20  Transformation 4 
Platform 20  Federation 4 
Context-aware 20  Interoperations 3 
Component 20  Abstraction 3 
Theory 19  Message 3 
4.2.2 Understanding the meaning of essential elements 
We look for the meaning of concepts in the reviewed studies. In this way, we gain 
understanding of such concepts by classifying and determining the relationships among 
them. We interpret the concept definitions by using the available information in the studies, 
as follows: (i) meaning—i.e., the meaning of the concept is included in any of the studies, 
e.g., symbol is defined in (S23)—; (ii) usage in a given context—i.e., the concept is 
undefined in the proposals, but it is possible to recognize its meaning according to its use 
in the document, e.g., context—; (iii) hierarchy—i.e., the concept is a specialization of a 
more general concept, e.g., software system from the concept system—; and (iv) general 
knowledge—i.e., the meaning of a concept is known by everyone, e.g., set. We recognize 
similarities and differences among concepts by using the meaning of concepts as a 
criterion. We can infer a synonymy relationship by using similarities; on the other hand, the 
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recognition of a relationship by using the differences between concepts is difficult. 
Accordingly, we decide to focus on tracking possible synonyms. 
4.2.3 Tracking essential elements 
We look for synonym concepts by using the synonym criterion along the studies. According 
to Wache et al. (2001), two concepts have the same meaning considering their relationships 
with other concepts in a given context. Additionally, we consider two concepts used for the 
same purpose are equivalents (see Table 4-2). The result of this step is shown in Table 4-
3. The column Concept corresponds to the name of the concept; the column Studies 
corresponds to the list of studies where the concept is found (the used notation is composed 
of the letter S for referring word “Study” and a number for identifying it; the complete list is 
included in Appendix A of this Thesis); the column # Total Repetitions corresponds to the 
number of frequencies of each concept. 
Table 4-2: Identification of the most common concepts along different studies.  
The authors 










System 79  System 242  System 160 
Information systems 12     Software 6 
Software 7       
 
Table 4-3: Concepts identified in terminology unification process.  
The authors (1/2) 
Concept Studies (S) 
# Total 
Repetitions 
Model Found in all papers 2857 
System Found in all papers 2843 
Data (S1-S6), (S8-S21), (S23-S29) 2276 
Semantic Found in all papers 1753 
Information (S1-S21), (S23-S29) 1513 
Service (S1-S6), (S8), (S11-S29) 1330 
Message (S4-S5), (S11-S17), (S19-S21), (S244-S25), (S27), (S29) 1041 
Set Found in all papers 987 
Relation/ 
Relationship (S1-S23), (S25-S29) 665 
Theory (S1-S4), (S6-S13), (S15-S17), (S19-S21), (S23-S29) 660 
Language (S1-S2), (S4-S24), (S26-S29) 643 
Components (S1-S6), (S8-S19), (S21-S29) 571 
Domain (S1-S13), (S15-S29) 564 





Table 4-3: Concepts identified in terminology unification process.  
The authors (2/2) 
Concept Studies (S) 
# Total 
Repetitions 
Knowledge (S1-S8), (S10-S23), (S25-S28) 478 
Structure (S1-S2), (S4-S5), (S7-S25), (S27-S29) 462 
Interface (S1-S5), (S8), (S10), (S13-S22), (S24-S28) 451 
Software (S1-S8), (S10-S29) 430 
Function (S2-S4), (S6-S29) 412 
Logic (S1-S3), (S5), (S7-S9), (S11-S13), (S15- S23), (S25-S29) 404 
Ontology (S1-S7), (S9-S24), (S26-S29) 385 
Context (S1-S7), (S9-S19), (S21), (S23), (S25-S28) 384 
Element (S1-S5), (S7-S11), (S13-S17), (S19-S21), (S23), (S25-S29) 379 
Resource (S1), (S3-S5), (S8), (S10-S11), (S13-S22), (S24-S25), (S27-S29) 355 
Exchange (S1-S6), (S8), (S10-S21), (S24-S29) 349 
Translation (S4-S5), (S7), (S10), (S12), (S15-S20), (S22), (S25-S29) 325 
Time (S1-S6), (S10-S25), (S27-S29) 316 
Connectors (S1), (S14), (S16), (S19), (S21) 309 
Environment (S3-S6), (S8-S13), (S15-S22), (S24-S25), (S27-S29) 307 
Standard (S2-S5), (S8-S20), (S22-S29) 293 
Source (S2), (S4), (S6-S17), (S19-S21), (S24), (S26-S29) 276 
Behavior (S3-S4), (S10), (S13-S17), (S19-S23), (S27-S29) 202 
Transformation (S2-S4), (S7, S11), (S13-S14), (S16-S23), (S26-S29) 194 
Abstraction (S2-S4), (S6), (S8-S11), (S13), (S16-S17), (S19-S24), (S28-S29) 194 
Properties (S1), (S3-S10), (S12-S17), (S19-S26), (S28-S29) 178 
Complex (S1-S8), (S10-S11), (S13), (S15-S29) 157 
Constraints (S2-S23), (S25-S26), (S28-S29) 155 
Schema (S2-S5), (S7), (S9-S11), (S13), (S15), (S17-S20), (S23-S24), (S26-S29) 154 
Interoperation 
(S1-S5), (S9), (S11), (S13-S14), (S17), (S19-S21), (S25-S26), (S29) 149 
Meaningful/Meaning (S2- S3), (S5-S7), (S9-S21), (S24), (S26-S29) 136 
Mediator (S3), (S5), (S15-S16), (S19), (S21), (S23) 123 
Classes (S3- S5), (S7-S12), (S15-S16), (S18-S19), (S24), (S27-S29) 83 
Canal/Channel (S3), (S12-S13), (S16-S17), (S19), (S21), (S26) 81 
Dependency (S1), (S5), (S11), (S14), (S21), (S27) 54 
Symbols (S1-S2), (S4), (S7-S8), (S11-S12), (S27-S28) 51 
Module (S6), (S8), (S13), (S14-S15), (S18) 48 
Federation (S1-S2), (S13), (S16), (S23-S24) 45 
System theory (S3-S4), (S13), (S16) 15 
4.2.4 Unifying essential elements 
We group concepts by using their similarities after tracking such concepts according to their 
definitions. During this mapping exercise, we find out concepts resemble a communication 
process, in which the main elements are the following: transmitter, receiver, message, 
channel, signal, and context (Shannon, 1948). Then, we map terms looking at the 
resemblance among the identified interoperability concepts and communication process 
elements. 
We analyze the results of Table 4-3 for answering the research question—RQ: what is the 
set of essential elements for describing interoperability?. Concepts as model, systems, and 
data are at the top of the list according to the number of repetitions and the number of 
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studies including them. A model is a representation and an abstraction of a system. Such 
word has possibly the highest number of repetitions because models are used to test the 
principles and rules of systems. System is a general concept—i.e., concept representing 
other concepts like software systems, software, information systems, etc.—because 
interoperability is a process happening between two systems. Data concept is defined as 
the content of information; hence, it is included in definition of the information concept. 
Information is a general concept representing the central subject to be exchanged as a 
result of the interoperation. Other concepts as semantic, set, ontology, and 
relation/relationship are found in some studies. The semantic concept refers to the level of 
interoperability, which is interesting to researchers. Semantic interoperability is a 
requirement for mutual comprehension of the information exchanged. Ontologies are used 
to collect the terminology and relationships about a domain of interest. Ontology and 
relationships are mechanisms for reaching semantic interoperability. The set concept is 
used for general purposes.  
We recognize some concepts resemble communication process elements by analyzing 
Table 4-3. Hence, we look for concepts in the interoperability literature corresponding to 
the main concepts involved in a communication process. However, we also find such main 
concepts have different names in the interoperability literature. For this reason, we establish 
the followed three criteria for selecting a name to represent the main interoperability 
concepts: (i) general vision, (ii) similar concepts, and (iii) popularity. 
We sometimes use several criteria in the selection of a concept name (see Table 4-4) 
looking for correspondence with our findings. The criteria are: (i) general vision, a concept 
embracing a general vision of all the interoperability concepts matching the analyzed 
communication element—e.g., the information concept embraces a more general idea than 
data and knowledge—; (ii) similar concepts, a concept with meaning and use indicating the 
closest relationship with the identified communication elements and the name of such 
concept is preferred over the others—e.g., information and message—; Finally, (iii) 
popularity, when a concept having a higher number of repetitions suggests major popularity 




We left aside the remaining concepts in Table 4-3 because we only focus in concepts 
related to the communication process elements. We show in Table 4-4 the result of 
selecting a name to the identified concepts. 
Table 4-4: Criteria for selecting concept names.  
The authors (1/2) 
Selection name criteria 
The general vision criterion between definitions of two concepts is applied by using three sub-criteria: (i) 
correspondence: definitions are synonyms; (ii) contained: first definition subsumes the second one; and (iii) 
specialized: the second definition presents more specific aspects. 
Software System 
+ General vision:  
- Software system involves hardware, software, and data associated with the software execution 
(Jacobson et al., 2014).  
- System, defined as “hardware and software collectively organized to achieve an operational 
objective” (IEEE std 100, 2000)—corresponded 
- Software is one of the elements mentioned in the definition of software system concept—contained 
- Component, defined as “one of the parts that make up a system. A component may be hardware or 
software and may be subdivided into other components” (IEEE std 100, 2000)—contained 
- Information system, defined as “a data processing system integrated with such other processes as 
office automation and data communication” (IEEE std 100, 2000)—specialized 
Information 
+ General vision: 
- Information: “The meaning assigned to data by known conventions. The meaning that humans 
assign to data by means of known conventions that are applied to the data” (IEEE std 100, 2000). 
- Data, information is defined as data in context (S1)—contained 
- Knowledge, defined as “information structure to facilitate derivation of new information”—specialized 
+ Similar concept:  
Similar to the use given to the message concept in a communication process “The message may be of various 
types: e.g., (a) A sequence of letters as in a telegraph or teletype system; (b) A single function of time f(t) as 
in radio or telephony; (c) A function of time and other variables as in black and white television” (Shannon, 
1948). 
+ Popularity: Number of repetitions (n.r.) of information is above the n.r. of message and n.r. of knowledge.  
Symbol 
+ Similar concept:  
Similar to the meaning of the symbol concept in a communication process, symbol is related to the elements 
making up the message (Shannon, 1948). 
Language 
+ Similar concept:  
Similar to the meaning of the code concept in a communication process “a message is written in code” 














Table 4-4: Criteria for selecting concept names.  
The authors (2/2) 
Selection name criteria 
Context 
+ General vision: 
- Context: “context is any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An 
entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and 
an application, including the user and applications themselves” (Chen & Kotz, 2000). 
- Domain, defined as “a publication-specific scoping mechanism that defines the set of entities that 
can potentially communicate via the publish-subscribe model” (IEEE std 100, 2000), “A problem 
space”—included 
Interface 
+ General vision: 
- Interface: A common boundary between a considered system and another system, or between parts 
of a system, through which information is conveyed (IEEE std 100, 2000). 
- Connector, defined as “a coupling device employed to connect conductors of one circuit or 
transmission element with those of another circuit or transmission element” (IEEE std 100, 2000)—
contained 
- Service, defined as “a software interface providing a means for communicating information between 
two applications” (IEEE std 100, 2000)—contained 
+ Similar concept:  
Similar to the use given to the concept channel in communication process “A facility that permits signaling 
between terminals” (IEEE std 100, 2000). “A channel is merely the medium used to transmit the signal from 
transmitter to receiver” (Shannon, 1948). 
The results of the unification process are presented in Table 4-5. The column Concept 
corresponds to the selected name after applying the name selection criteria. The column 
Definition corresponds to the agreed meaning of the concept. We consider definitions in 
agreement with the IEEE dictionary. Such definitions are easy to understand for readers; 
context is the only definition taken from other source for expressing such a concept in 
accordance with the software interoperability process. The column Mapping Concepts 
include a list of concepts representing the same meaning. 
We can see in Table 4-5 six essential elements (software system, information, context, 
symbol, language, and interface) identified for describing interoperability. Later in this 
Chapter, the software system essential element is divided in two essential elements: source 
software system and target software system, giving a total of seven essential elements for 
describing interoperability. Interoperability is understood as a process in which 
communication is established between two software systems with the purpose of 
exchanging information—e.g., information system of academic registry and financial 
management system of a university. The content of the exchanged information—e.g., 
student records—is encoded by using a language—e.g., database languages—comprising 
a set of symbols—e.g., characters, strings, and numbers. The information is located in the 
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interfaces of the software systems—e.g., integration of the academic and financial 
information. Finally, information is exchanged within a context—e.g., the students need to 
register and pay their enrollment by using the both systems. 







(Covers Source and 
Target Software 
Systems) 
“A system consisting solely of software and possibly the computer 
equipment on which the software operates” (IEEE std 100, 2000). 
“A system made up of software, hardware, and data that provides its 







“The meaning assigned to data by known conventions. The meaning 
that humans assign to data by means of known conventions that are 






“A representation of something by reason of relationship, association, 
or convention” (IEEE std 100, 2000). 
Symbol 
Language 
“A system consisting of: 
1) a well-defined, usually finite, set of characters 
2) rules for combining characters with one another to form words or 
other expressions 
3) a specific assignment of meaning to some of the words or 
expressions, usually for communicating information or data among a 
group of people, machines, etc.” (IEEE std 100, 2000). 
Language 
Context 
“Context is any information that can be used to characterize the 
situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is 
considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an 





“(i) A common boundary between a considered system and another 
system, or between parts of a system, through which information is 
conveyed. (ii) A hardware or software component that connects two or 
more other components for the purpose of passing information from 





Concerning the system concept, we prefer the software system concept, since we are 
focused on software interoperability. A precise definition of software system is taken from 
Semat (Jacobson et al., 2014). Software system is one of the alphas of the Semat Essence 
kernel; it is made up of hardware, software, and data. Concepts such as system, software, 
and information system are subsumed in definition of software system. The component 
concept is defined as “one of the parts that make up a system” (IEEE std 100, 2000). For 
this reason, we use it as a mapping concept to a software system. 
The message concept is unpopular for the interoperability purposes. For this reason, 
message is unified under the information concept. A message in a communication process 
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has the same central role of information in interoperability. However, some authors interpret 
message in two ways: as a directive about how to establish exchange and as a content. In 
both cases, message is the central object carrying on information. Another concept mapped 
into the information concept is knowledge. Nevertheless, both knowledge and information 
are composed of a set of symbols. Data concept is contained into the definition of 
information. Exchanged data can be, for example, a set of features of a manufactured 
equipment (ISO 16100:2009, 2009). However, we need for interoperability to use such data 
as information about capability profiling of an equipment. 
Context is defined as the domain used for interpreting the information. For this reason, 
context and domain concepts are mapped into the context concept. Likewise, in the 
communication process, context concept includes information about elements involved in 
the perception of the communication participants. In a formal definition, a context has 
elements, attributes, and values (Lee, 1996). 
The interface concept corresponds to the channel concept in the communication process. 
A channel is defined as the media for conveying information. However, the channel concept 
is also unpopular for interoperability purposes (see Table 4-3). Another concept associated 
with the interface concept is connector. Connectors are used for mediating the interaction 
between components. According to some definitions, the service concept is part of the 
interface definition: “software that implements the interface” and “a software interface 
providing a means for communicating information between two applications” (IEEE std 100, 
2000). 
In summary, the interoperability between two software systems—i.e., source and target—
is only possible when the information—represented by symbols—can be interpreted in a 







4.3 State the principles of interoperability 
4.3.1 Identifying relationships among the essential 
elements 
We find the relationships among the six identified essential elements by using a structural 
model. In this point, the software system essential element is divided in two essential 
elements—i.e., source and target software systems—for specifying the two software 
systems involved when interoperability happens. In this step, we use pre-conceptual 
schemas in order to represent the knowledge of such a domain. We show the proposed 
pre-conceptual schema about interoperability among heterogeneous software systems in 















































































































Figure 4-1: Pre-conceptual schema about interoperability concepts. 
The authors 
− Source Software System and Target Software System  
Interoperability is a phenomenon happening at least between two software systems (ISO 
25000:2014, 2014). Source software system is the software system intended to create the 
information to be exchanged. 
Target software system is the software system intended to use the exchanged information. 
Source and target software systems have interoperability profiles—i.e., a set of 
characteristics describing software system information related to their capacity for 
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interoperating. According to the LISI (Levels of Information System of Interoperability) 
evaluation maturity model, the target software system should have at least the same level 
of capacity to establish interoperability with the source software system (C4ISR 
Interoperability Working Group, 1998). 
In case of interoperability happens from target software system to source software 
system—e.g., when an answer is derived from the exchange—the roles of the software 
systems are exchanged in a new interoperability situation. 
− Information 
Information is the core element of interoperability, because interoperability is aimed to 
exchange information between two software systems. For this reason, in the pre-conceptual 
schema information is an essential element associated with the two software systems. Such 
software systems have a structural relationship “HAS” indicating the same information 
belongs to both software systems. 
A condition for interoperability is the use of exchanged information (Diallo et al., 2011), so 
such information should be understood in the same way in source and target software 
systems. For this reason, interoperability implies the right interpretation and processing of 
the information.  
− Context 
Context essential element is related to the interpretation of the information. The context is 
intended to describe a set of software system elements used for matching and transforming 
exchanged information. Such elements are necessary for interpreting the exchanged 
information. In the pre-conceptual schema, context essential element is represented as a 
report collecting atomic concepts (called “leaf” concepts). Such a representation is linked 
to the notion of context—i.e., some specification where software system elements and their 
relationships are explained. 
− Interface 
Interface essential element is defined as the means used for exchanging information among 
software systems. An interface is made up of a set of actions for establishing a connection 
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between two software systems for exchanging information. Also, interface involves 
transformation rules describing relationships among the elements of a source software 
system and the elements of a target software system. In addition, each transformation rule 
is related to conditions involving the elements of source software system. 
Interface essential element has a structural relationship “HAS” with information essential 
element in the proposed pre-conceptual schema. Such a relationship is used to represent 
the transformation of information process necessary for interoperating. For this reason, 
interface essential element is an independent concept of the source and target software 
system essential elements. In addition, interface essential element is defined for 
representing the necessary intersection between contexts of the source and target software 
systems. 
− Language 
Language is defined as the code in which information is written. A language is used to code 
well-formed messages by using defined structures and rules. For this reason, language 
essential element has a structural relationship “HAS” with the concepts syntax and 
semantic in the pre-conceptual schema.  
Information created in source and target software systems is written by using some 
language. In the case of source software system, an exchange language is used to write 
information. In addition, the transformation of the exchanged information is necessary for 
understanding such information in the target software system. 
Source and target software systems have corresponding languages for writing information 
in the schema. Both source and target languages are specializations of the language 
essential element. So, a software system has a part of the complete language used for 
creating information. 
− Symbol 
Symbol essential element is defined as a representation of the contents of information. 
Thus, a symbol is one of the individual elements conforming the content of the information. 
Symbol has a representation with a name by convention in a language. Symbols can belong 
to several languages and have different purposes. 
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Symbol has a structural relation “HAS” with language essential element in the pre-
conceptual schema, because a language is made up by symbols. In a language, symbols 
are involved in more complex structures named words. Words are the basic structures of a 
language which have a meaning (Pazienza et al., 2005). 
4.3.2 Defining an axiomatic approach 
We state interoperability principles in the shape of an axiomatic approach—i.e., axioms and 
their derived propositions—after establishing the relationships among the identified 
essential elements of interoperability. The axiomatic approach is intended to explain how 
identified essential elements interact during interoperability. Axioms and propositions are 
also expressed indicating what is needed for achieving interoperability. 
The axiomatic approach is presented as follow: first, an axiom is stated, each axiom has: 
(i) a number, following a sequence in the axiomatic approach; (ii) a name, a short phrase 
indicating the axiom subject; (iii) a requirement for interoperability, a phrase indicating a 
need for achieving interoperability; and (iv) the axiom body, the proposed statement. Next, 
derived propositions from each axiom are stated. Propositions are presented with a 
number, a name, an explanation, and a representation by using the Semat Essence 
language, including OCL invariants. The used characterization of the interoperability 
essential elements in Semat Essence is presented in Table 4-6. 
Table 4-6: Interoperability essential elements characterization in Semat Essence.  
The authors based on (OMG, 2014; 1/2) 
Interoperability 
essential element 







A pattern references 
other elements in a 
practice or kernel. 
Patterns can also be 
used to model complex 
conditions 
Interoperability is a software 
system property involving seven 
essential elements. 
Interoperability involves five 






evolution we want to 
understand, monitor, 
direct, and control 





Alpha contained in other 
alpha. Sub-alphas 
contribute to the state of 
the superordinate alpha 
Source and target software 
systems are themselves software 
systems. 
In addition, source and target 
software systems are the entities 
where monitor and control 
activities related to 















Table 4-6: Interoperability essential elements characterization in Semat Essence.  
The authors based on (OMG, 2014; 2/2) 
AXIOM 1. INTEROPERABILITY DOMAIN AXIOM—Exchanging domain information for 
preparing interoperability 
When interoperability between the software systems of two organizations needs to be 
established, domain information of both software systems should be first exchanged for 
a preliminary mutual understanding of the respective background and activity field in 
which those software systems operate. 
Note: In some cases, exchanging domain information can be seen as an interoperability 
project feasibility study. Based on the information exchanged, an analysis can be done to 
determine whether it is technically and financially opportune to launch a project for 
establishing interoperability between the two organizations. 
Proposition 1: Exchanging partner information 
As a first contact, information of partners should be exchanged to allow for preliminary 
mutual understanding in a potential collaboration; such information should include 
organization name, location, activity sector, responsible for a possible collaboration, 
systems involved in a collaboration, and any potential constraints. 
Interoperability 
essential element 
Semat Essence element 






A milestone is an 
instantaneous stage that 
marks some significant 
event in the endeavor 
Context contributes to reach 
software system alpha stages 
related to interoperability 
endeavor. Context includes 
work products as information, 
interface, and language 
Interface 
Work product 
 A work product is an 
artifact of value and 
relevance for a software 
engineering endeavor. A 
work product may be a 
document or a piece of 
software 
An interface can be expressed 





Language as other work 
products is used as an input to 




Information is represented as 









Stakeholder representatives from the source and target software systems are in charge for 
establishing the first contact and exchanging the information of partners in the proposed 
Semat representation. Such stakeholder representatives should be identified by the 
company, for this reason in the OCL invariant the state of the alpha stakeholder should be 
at least recognized. Practice and activity for addressing such endeavor are still unidentified, 
but they should be done for achieving interoperability. The identification of such practices 
and activities is a future line of work of this Ph.D. Thesis. 
 
Figure 4-2: Representation of proposition 1.  
The authors 
Proposition 2: Defining interoperation purpose 
The Interoperation between the software systems of two organizations has a purpose. We 
need to identify what will be exchanged between the two software systems in order to be 
prepared for establishing interoperability. 
The kind of information to be exchanged should be identified in both the source and target 
software systems according to the Semat representation. The state of the two systems 
should be either usable, ready, or operational, because we need to have functional software 
systems with their available documentation for determining their interoperability features. 
In addition, the information about the interoperation purpose should have the level of detail 
content for indicating such information should be defined in the two software systems.  



















Figure 4-3: Representation of proposition 2.  
The authors 
Proposition 3: Identifying collaboration duration 
Collaboration between two (organizations) software systems has a duration. Also, we need 
to know the frequency of the interoperations. This information is intended to figure out the 
importance and the volume of the exchanged information. 
The kind of exchanged information should content the interoperability duration and the 
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Figure 4-4: Representation of proposition 3.  
The authors 
Proposition 4: Determining domain terminology 
Different domains have different domain terminology (concepts and relationships). An 
essential issue for establishing semantic interoperability is related to identifying differences 
among the terminology of two domains. 
Exchanging domains can be done by using a template. The domain template for preparing 
interoperability is defined in Table 4-7: 
Table 4-7: Interoperability domain template.  
The authors 
  
Area (e-government, commerce, manufacturing, etc.) 
Entity name (name of the organization—e.g., company, firm, etc.) 
Location (City and country) 
Activity  (e.g, software provider, manufacturing company, etc.) 
Purpose (information to be exchanged—e.g, billing document) 
System involved (software or information system involved at both sides) 
Duration  (precise the duration—e.g., long term, short term, and just one session) 
Responsibility (name of the person at both sides responsible for this interoperability) 
Constraint (any particular constraint(s) for this interoperability) 
We can establish two entities are in different domains with different activities from this 
exchanged domain information. Their software systems (information systems) are 
heterogeneous and difficult for interoperating. In this case, we need to identify 
Information
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ForAll t where t>0-- t is time
ForAll Nt where  Nt= Nt+1 is number of times
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interoperability requirements and detect the interoperability barriers—e.g., syntax and 
semantic barriers. 
The source and target software systems should share the domain terminology in the way 
of some work products—i.e., glossary, ontology, software documentation, etc. 
 
Figure 4-5: Representation of proposition 4. 
The authors 
AXIOM 2. INTEROPERABILITY PROFILE AXIOM—Exchanging software profile for 
interoperability 
When two software systems have the interoperability intention, software system 
information about interoperability aspects should be exchanged, so we can predict the 
possibility of the interoperability happens. 
Proposition 5: Describing software system profiles for interoperability 
Software profile is a set of characteristics describing some particular aspects of interest of 
a software system, such as coding language, operating system to run, protocol for 
communication, etc.  
We can establish a finite set of software system characteristics related to interoperability 
(see Table 4-8). 
Domain terminology
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Table 4-8: Software system interoperability profile.  
The authors 
Software system interoperability profile 
Name:  (Name for identifying the software system—e.g., MS Excel, 
WhatsApp, etc.) 
Version: (Number for identifying the current operational software 
product—e.g., V 1.0.2) 
Programming language: (List of software system development languages—e.g., 
HTML, JavaScript, Python, etc.) 
Communication protocols: (List of the communication protocols used by the software 
system—i.e., http, TCP/IP, etc.) 
Operating system: (List of the operating systems supporting the software 
system—e.g., Windows 10, Mac OS X, etc.) 
Platform: (List of devices supporting the software system—e.g., pc, 
tablet, etc.) 
DBMS: (List of DBMSs used by the software system—e.g., 
PostgreSQL, MySQL, etc.) 
Information exchange format: (List of languages used for exchanging information—e.g., 
XML, Json, Atlas, etc.) 
Communication interfaces available: (List of interfaces for exchanging information—e.g., 
Export/Import Data from) 
A software system has a interoperability software system profile including its interoperability 
features. Such a profile is represented as a specific work product in Semat representation, 
but it should be collected from other kind of software documentation—e.g., technical 
documentation, development documentation, user documentation, etc. 
 
Figure 4-6: Representation of proposition 5. 
The authors 
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Proposition 6: Comparing software system profiles for interoperability 
Software systems have difficulties for interoperating because they have heterogeneous 
profiles. Exchanging and comparing profiles of two software systems allow for knowing 
whether they are interoperable and searching for an appropriate solution to establish 
interoperability when necessary. 
The source and target software systems should share information about their software 
system profiles in the way of some work products—i.e., interview, template, software 
documentation, etc. 
 
Figure 4-7: Representation of proposition 6. 
The authors 
Proposition 7: Implementing an approach to establish interoperability 
Incompatibility between two software system profiles leads to failures of interoperability. 
We need to adopt an appropriate approach (integrated, unified, and federated) for 
establishing interoperability. 
Source Software System 
Profile
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Target  Software System 
Profile
Self.states->forAll(s1,s2,s3)|implies(s1= Usable or 
s2= Ready or s3= Operational )
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Integrated approach means using the format and languages in the two systems. Unified 
approach means building a neutral format at meta-level for mapping two systems. 
Federated approach means dynamically negotiating and mapping two systems ‘in the fly’—
i.e., without a pre-defined format/language. The choice depends on the context and 
requirements of interoperability. 
An approach for achieving interoperability should be implemented as an interoperability 
activity. The decision should be made according to the characteristics of the interoperability 
problem resulting from the comparison of the interoperability software system profiles. 
 
Figure 4-8: Representation of proposition 7. 
The authors 
AXIOM 3. INTEROPERABILITY COMMON CONTEXT AXIOM—Interpreting exchanged 
information by using a common context 
Information can be correctly understood just in a given context. In order to interpret 
the exchanged information during interoperations, we need both software systems 
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Self.states->forAll(s1,s2,s3)|implies(s1= Usable  
or s2= Ready  or s3= Operational )
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Proposition 8: Describing the context 
Describing the context of each software system as a list of software system elements, their 
attributes, and rules involving such elements for the source and target software systems is 
a prerequisite for establishing interoperability. 
A context is defined to describe the universe of discourse of software systems—i.e., the 
elements (entities of real world) recognized by the software system, which are necessary 
to interpret the information created in such a software system. Elements have attributes 
describing relevant features in the universe of discourse. A context also contains rules 
describing the relationships among the software system elements. 
Each software system includes its own context in the Semat representation. The possible 
states of software systems are ready and operational, because in such states a software 
system is considered fit-for-purpose and all its components—including its context—are 
stable. Context has a list of elements, their attributes, and rules involving such elements. 
 
Figure 4-9: Representation of proposition 8. 
The authors 
Proposition 9: Agreeing a common context  
Agreeing a common context consists in identifying relationships among the elements of the 
source software system context and the elements of the target software system context. 
Software 
System
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The common context between source and target software systems is used to describe 
correspondences among elements of source and target contexts. The relationships stating 
the direct matching among elements of both software system contexts should be included 
in a common context. Also, the necessary rules for transforming source elements to target 
elements should be included in a common context. Finally, rules describing how to interpret 
particular elements of the source software system should be included in a common context. 
Lack of a common context between source and target software systems—i.e., some 
matching among elements or attributes—leads to two conclusions: exchanged information 
between the two systems are unrelated and interoperability between such two systems is 
unsuccessful because understanding and usage of information is uncertain without a 
common context.  
In addition, when a common context between two software systems is missing, the same 
information can be interpreted by each software system according to its own context. Such 
lack of agreement on the exchanged information can produce conflicts in the target software 
system, such as: business rules violation, loss of consistency in the information, and lack 
of reliability about information. 
The common context is related to the exchanged information in the Semat representation, 
because such context is used for interpreting the information. According to the OCL 
invariant, the common context implies relationships among the elements of the two software 
system contexts. In addition, the level of detail of information is exchanged information 




Figure 4-10: Representation of proposition 9. 
The authors 
AXIOM 4. INTEROPERABILITY LANGUAGE AXIOM—Encoding information for 
interoperability 
An exchange language is used for encoding information to be sent to another software 
system. The exchange language should be recognized by both software systems 
concerned by the collaboration. 
Proposition 10: Encoding the information to be exchanged in an exchange language 
operable by the target software system 
Information is written in the source software system by using an exchange language 
recognized in the target software system. Source software system has one or several 
exchange languages. Such languages are used for transmitting the information among 
software systems. 
Information and language are related to the source and target software systems in the 
Semat representation. Such association represents the need for recognizing the language 
in which information is written. Information encoding—by using one of the languages 
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Figure 4-11: Representation of proposition 10. 
The authors 
Proposition 11: Defining responsibility about transformation of the information 
The exchanged information during interoperability between two heterogeneous software 
systems should be transformed to a language/format understandable in the target software 
system. Responsibility of this transformation should be defined before interoperation. 
Depending on the case, the responsibility to perform this transformation can be assigned 
either to the source software system or to the target software system. 
Note: according to the interoperability definition, an interoperability requirement is the 
usage of exchanged information. Information usage often means integrating such 
information in a software system—i.e., reading, creating, updating, and deleting 
information. We need to write or transform the information in a language recognizable in 
the target software system for integrating information. 
The responsibility for transforming information is represented as an information update 





















Figure 4-12: Representation of proposition 11. 
The authors 
AXIOM 5. INTEROPERABILITY INTERFACE AXIOM—Establishing interface for 
interoperability 
Interface is needed for establishing a relationship between the source software system 
and the target software system during interoperability. A relationship between those 
software systems implies linking up their elements. When an interface is used, a clear 
identification of the actions to be executed in the transmission of information is needed. 
Proposition 12: Establishing an interoperability relationship by using an interface 
During the interoperability, we need to establish a relationship between the source and the 
target software systems by using an interface. 
An interface is an established agreement between two software systems. Such an 
agreement include specifications, such as: what language will be used during the 
exchange; what languages/translators are available for understanding the information; what 
are the context of both software systems; how the common context between the two 
software systems should be established; what transformation rules will be necessary; what 
conditions are imposed in the elements of each context; and what actions are needed to 




Self.states->forAll(s1,s2,s3)|implies(s1= Usable  or s2= Ready or 












Self.states->forAll(s1,s2,s3)|implies(s1= Usable  or s2= Ready or 





During interoperability represented in Semat as a started activity, a relationship is 
established by using an interface. Interface is related to the exchanged information and 
specified according to the conditions of the exchange. The level of detail module is defined 
as a stable version of such interface. The interface involves the transformation rules among 
elements of source software context and elements of target software context. 
 
Figure 4-13: Representation of proposition 12. 
The authors 
 Proposition 13: Applying transformation rules defined in the interface 
Transformation rules contained in the interface should be applied for transforming the 
elements of the source software system context into elements of the target software system 
context. 
Transformation rules are descriptions about the way source software system elements are 
related to the target software system elements. Transformation rules are intended to 
describe—in a formal language—equivalences between: (i) element to element, when an 
element of the source software system is a representation of the same entity in the contexts 
of the two systems; (ii) attribute to attribute, when attributes of elements—representing the 
same entity or different entities—refers to a same property; and (iii) element to attribute, 










Self.states->forAll(s1,s2,s3,s4)|implies(s2= Usable  or 
s3= Ready or s4= Operational ) 
Self.levelOfDetail->
forAll(l1|implies(l1= Exchanged information ))
Self.interface.id=Interface.id
Self.levelOfDetail->forAll(l1|implies(l1= Module ))
Self.TransformationRules->is not empty() AND
 forAll(tr1 Implies(sourceSoftwareSystem.Element-> 
include(tr1.sourceSoftwareSystem.Element) AND







Self.states->forAll(s1,s2)|implies(s1= Ready  or 
s2= Operational ) 
Inv Self::startExchange()




The interface is represented as the intersection among source and target software systems 
contexts for establishing a common context. The level of detail of interface is module and 
standard for representing our need for a mature interface in order to apply transformation 
rules. On the other hand, the state of the software systems is at least demonstrable because 
in this state the critical interfaces should be demonstrated. 
 
Figure 4-14: Representation of proposition 13. 
The authors 
Proposition 14: Preserving the integrity of the information 
Conditions in the source software context are constraints about how the elements interact 
in the software system. Conditions are conveyed by using an interface for preserving the 
integrity of the information. A decision about the need for respecting conditions on the 
elements after the transformations should be made in the target software system. 
According to the OCL invariant of the Semat representation, conditions about the source 
software system elements are included in the interface. The decision exercise about 









Self.states->forAll(s1,s2,s3,s4)|implies(s1= Demonstrable or 
s2= Usable  or s3= Ready or s4= Operational ) 
Self.levelOfDetail->forAll(l1|implies(l1= Exchanged 
Information ))
Self.levelOfDetail->forAll(l1,l2)|implies(l1= Module  














Figure 4-15: Representation of proposition 14. 
The authors 
Proposition 15: Executing actions defined in the interface 
The interface contains actions intended to establish interoperability between the source and 
the target software systems—e.g., agreeing the common context between systems, 
transforming information of the source system to be understood by target system, etc. 
Actions in interoperability process are: (a) establishing the communication with the target 
software system; (b) agreeing the common context between both software systems; (c) 
transforming information from a language (chosen in the source software system) to a 
language recognized by the target software system; (d) conveying the information 
according to the target software system. In addition, required data is used for performing 
the actions and the results are delivered as a set of provided data. 
A set of actions should be executed for establishing interoperability, such actions are 









Self.states->forAll(s1,s2,s3,s4)|implies(s1= Demonstrable or 










forAll(l1|implies(l1= Exhanged Information  ))






Figure 4-16: Representation of proposition 15. 
The authors 
4.3.3 Examples for applying propositions 
Example 1 
Related axiom:  
Axiom 1. Interoperability domain axiom—Exchanging domain information for preparing 
interoperability 
Related propositions: 
Proposition 1: Exchanging partner information 
Proposition 2: Defining interoperation purpose 
Proposition 3: Identifying collaboration duration 
Proposition 4: Determining domain terminology 
Description: 
Two organizations, Sunshine SA—a producer—and Intermarché—a retailer—are intended 









Self.states->forAll(s1,s2,s3,s4)|implies(s1= Demonstrable or 
s2= Usable  or s3= Ready or s4= Operational ) 
Self.levelOfDetail-> 
forAll(l1|implies(l1= Exchanged Information ))
Self.levelOfDetail->forAll(l1, 














the producer is intended to interoperate for receiving and decoding billing files sent by the 
retailer. The retailer is intended to interoperate for receiving and directly storing the invoice 
data in its database. The duration of the contract for collaboration will be long term (several 
years) and the frequency of information exchange will be 2-3 times per week. 
The domain information corresponding to the two companies is presented in Table 4-9. 
According to proposition 1: exchanging partner information, the general partner 
information is related to the fields: organization name, area, location, entity name, system 
involved, activity sector, responsibility, and constraint. 
According to proposition 2: Defining interoperation purpose, the purpose information is 
related to the field purpose. According to proposition 3: Identifying collaboration duration, 
the information about the duration of collaboration is related to the field duration. 
Table 4-9: Interoperability domain template, example 1.  
The authors 
Enterprise 1 Enterprise 2 
Area Commerce (hypermarket)  Area Agriculture 
Entity name Intermarché  Entity name Sunshine SA 
Location Bordeaux, France Location Marmande, France 
Activity  Commerce Activity  Fruit producer (Apple and 
grapes) 
Purpose Purchasing orders and 
invoices 
Purpose Customer orders and invoices 
System involved MAG21: software for 
commercial relationship 
management 
System involved Billwerk software 
Duration long term (2 years contract) Duration long term (2 years contract) 
Responsibility Jean Bertin (sale manager) Responsibility Michele Jonas 
Constraint --- Constraint No particular IT support 
In addition, according to proposition 4: Determining domain terminology, the two 
companies need to exchange terminology about their domains by using for example an 
ontology. 
We can understand the two entities belong to different domains with different activities by 
using the domain information in Table 4-9. Their software systems are heterogeneous and 
interoperability between them is difficult. In this case, we need to identify interoperability 






Related axiom:  
Axiom 2. Interoperability profile axiom—Exchanging software profile for interoperability 
Related propositions: 
Proposition 5: Describing software system profiles for interoperability  
Proposition 6: Comparing software system profiles for interoperability 
Proposition 7: Implementing an approach to establish interoperability 
Description: 
Considering a software development company ABC with the need to interoperate with two 
recognized commercial apps for telecommunication (SkypeTM and WhatsAppTM) in different 
platforms. According to proposition 5: Describing software system profiles for 
interoperability, the two interoperability profiles are established by the ABC company staff 
(see Table 4-10). 
Table 4-10: Interoperability software system profiles, example 2.  
The authors 
Software system profile  Name: SkypeTM Name: WhatsAppTM 
   
Version 14.42.60.0  OS - 2.19.22  
Programming language C/C++ ERLANG 
Communication protocols Skype protocol (a proprietary 
VoIP network) 
XMPP 
Operating system Windows 10 MacOS 
DBMS PostgreSQL Mnesia DB 
Information exchange format JSON end-to-end encryption protocol 
Platform  PC Mac 
Communication interfaces 
available 
Interfaces among Skype users Interfaces among WhatsApp 
users 
According to proposition 6: Comparing software system profiles for interoperability, we 
realize interoperability is difficult by comparing the profiles of the previous software 
systems, since several features are incompatible—e.g., the communication protocol of 
SkypeTM app is non-interoperable with the majority of Voice over IP networks. 
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According to proposition 7: Implementing an approach to establish interoperability, the 
federated approach seems to be the most feasible, because the need for interoperating 
between the two software systems is originated from the short-term collaboration project 
(e.g., virtual enterprise). Such software systems should be dynamically adapted for 
establishing interoperability. 
Example 3 
Related axiom:  
Axiom 3. Interoperability common context axiom—interpreting exchanged information by 
using a common context  
Related propositions: 
Proposition 9: Agreeing a common context 
Description: 
Consider two software systems: a source software system for managing patients of a pet 
clinic and an ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) target software system for managing 
orders and invoices of a company. The source software system context contains elements 
as animal, medical record, medicine, laboratory, etc. The target software system contains 
elements as third part, invoice, order, product, etc. Let us suppose the two systems lack 
mutual interoperability intention. According to proposition 9: Agreeing a common context, 
the two contexts are unrelated because their elements and transformation rules are 
dissimilar. For this reason, common context between such software systems is difficult. 
Interoperability between such two systems seems to be unnecessary. 
Example 4 
Related axiom:  
Axiom 4. Interoperability language axiom—Encoding information for interoperability 
Related propositions: 




Two databases have information about neonates of two different hospitals in a city. Let us 
suppose a database in Hospital A is the source software system and a database in Hospital 
B is the target software system. The source software system has a pre-established format 
for storing the address and gender of neonates. Target software system has a different 
format (see Table 4-11). According to proposition 11: Defining responsibility about 
transformation of the information, we need to define which software system is responsible 
for transforming the information language format. Such a decision leads to different results 
in the processing and understanding of the information. 
Table 4-11: Definition of transformations responsibility, example 4.  
The authors 
Database Hospital A Database Hospital B 
Address of parents: 
#, RUE/R Name, XXXXX, City 
name, Apartment/ AP/ App 
Number 
Address of parents 
# RUE Name, XX-XXX, City 
name, Apartment Number 
Neonate gender: M/1/Male; F/2/Female Neonate gender: Male; Female 
Example 5 
Related axiom:  
Axiom 5. interoperability interface axiom—Establishing interface for interoperability 
Related propositions: 
Proposition 14: Preserving the integrity of the information 
Description: 
A hospital management system comprises two different software systems: a patient 
monitoring software system (source software system) and a financial software system 
(target software system) accessing records of patients. A condition about the permission to 
modify records of patients in the software system is: “only doctors can modify the record of 
a patient”. 
Only modified for (Records of patients, Doctors) 
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According to proposition 14: Preserving the integrity of the information, the target software 
system should accept such conditions in order to preserve the integrity of information and 
guarantee accuracy and consistency on its own processes. 
  
 
5. Validation of the interoperability theory 
In this Chapter we propose and discuss the results of the interoperability theory validation 
by using two methods: 1) expert consultation and 2) application of the propositions in some 
scenarios. 
5.1 Expert consultation 
The expert consultation is performed in three steps: (i) preparing the questionnaire of 
validation, in which we submit the questionnaire for pre-evaluating by three experts in two 
rounds (the resulting questionnaire is presented in Appendix B); (ii) requesting for 
participation to the experts, in which we ask the experts to participate via e-mail by using 
the next criteria: experience in software interoperability—i.e., university professors, 
researchers, consultants, and professionals—; working on interoperability—i.e., 
interoperability research, software quality, interoperability projects for industry, and formal 
methods for software engineering—; years of experience with interoperability 
subjects—i.e., more than 2 years—; and academic degree—i.e., Master and Ph.D. 
degrees—; and (iii) collecting the questionnaires from the experts, in which we collect 11 
questionnaires from the consulted experts. 
The results of consultation are related to the level of agreement in three categories: the 
name of the essential elements (see Table 5-1), the definition of the essential element (see 
Table 5-2), and the propositions (see Table 5-3). 
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5.1.1 Validating the name of the essential elements 
Table 5-1: Validation of the essential element names.  
The authors (1/3) 





Expert 3:“ I think this element refers to a central 
system storing the information. Such a system (as 
a server) is intended to preserve the information 
used by many clients” (Translated from Spanish) 
Expert 4:“It’s clear and unambiguous” 
Expert 7:“Software system can be a desktop 
application, an information system, tool, etc.” 





Expert 3:“Regarding my previous answer, this 
element can be a “client” (Translated from 
Spanish) 
Expert 4:“It’s clear and unambiguous” 
Expert 7: “I think it needs to be more intuitive. Is 
‘Target’ enough to explain the meaning of this 
element?  
I am not sure.” 





Expert 3:“Normally, the exchanged product is 
data; information is processed data used to answer 
the request of the users” (Translated from Spanish) 
Expert 5:“Might be confused with Data. Which one 
do you think is more appropriate?” 
Expert 7: “I know what the work product means is. 
It is easier to relate it with your description. 
However, what about another expert who does not 
know about it meaning?  
Thus, I think you need to explain what the real 
meanings of those elements are. I meant from 
where its meaning comes and how it is related to 
such elements that you want to propose.” 
Expert 8: “The information term is very general. 
Piece of information or something like that would 
be better.” 
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Table 5-1: Validation of the essential element names.  
The authors (2/3) 





Expert 3: “I suggest format as a name of this 
element, because a language can be a more 
general concept.  
A format—e.g., XML, JSon, etc— is basically a 
defined structure. In addition, interoperability is a 
technical issue, for this reason, we need to 
describe its elements in the same technical level” 
(Translated from Spanish) 
Expert 5:“According to the example provided in 
Table I (HL7), it should be something like “Data 
format”; people might think Language is the 
programming language used to implement the 
interoperability process” 
Expert 8:“A language could be formal (code), 
conversely informal (natural speech) or in 
between. Use code if language could be only 
code.” 
Expert 9: “The word vocabulary maybe express 
better the idea” (Translated from Spanish) 
Expert 10: “Important to capture all the information 





Expert 5: “It is clear” 
Expert 7: “Just a quit question: interface could be 
a work product in those elements.  
Maybe connections? Tools?” 
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Table 5-1: Validation of the essential elements names.  
The authors (3/3) 





Expert 4: “Context looks like data or metadata. 
Context must include the structure of the data 
(topology)” 
Expert 5: “It could be “process” according to the 
definition given in Table I.” 
Expert 6: “Misleading as the context is being used 
for the data structures. Usually, context is used to 
mean the setting, where the whole ‘project’ fits into 
the organization.” 
Expert 8: “Only if the context does not contain any 
other concept of this list” 





Expert 3: “Note: The name is right, but it is no 
clear its usage in the theory. According to the 
example, I think such symbols are included in Data 
(called information in this document)” (Trans. from 
Spanish) 
Expert 5: “Could be “data types” 
Expert 8: “Is symbol a part of language ?” 
Expert 10: “I don’t know exactly what you mean 
by symbol ?” 
The results about the level of agreement—i.e., strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, and 
strongly disagree—with the proposed name of the essential elements are presented in 
Table 5-1. Such results are analyzed according to the IQR (interquartile range) measure 
for indicating consensus on a questionnaire. The IQR is based on the median and defined 
as the range in which the 50% of participants are located. Such a range is calculated by 
using the difference between the 3rd and the 1st quartile. In a 5-point Likert scale, an IQR<=1 
indicates a suitable consensus; in addition, an agreement can be inferred from the values 
of lower quartile—LQ= 3—and upper quartile—UQ= 5 (Von der Gracht, 2012; Ramos et 
al., 2016; Giannarou & Zervas, 2014). 
According to the results and IQR measure, a consensus—with an IQR=1—is reached on 
the usage of the proposed names: source software system, target software system, 
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Regarding the usage of the other essential element names—i.e., language, context, and 
symbol—an agreement among the experts—with IQR=2, LQ=3, and UQ=5—should be 
inferred. According to the expert explanations, the name of language essential element 
should represent a more general notion than only data format. However, in Chapter 4 we 
show the language essential element is related to the syntax and semantic structures.  
The name of context essential element is intended to describe all the necessary information 
for performing the communication process—i.e., including data structure and topology, 
among others—and interpreting the information exchanged. Finally, symbol essential 
element is selected to refer the basic representation of the information, resembling the 
signal element in a communication process—i.e., “the physical representation of data” 
(IEEE std 100, 2000). 
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5.1.2 Validating the definition of the essential elements 
Table 5-2: Validation of the essential element definitions.  
The authors (1/3) 





Expert 3: “The information flow is started after an 
event is triggered either by an automatic action or 
by the user” (Translated from Spanish) 
Expert 5: “It is clear” 
Expert 8: “A source is different than a trigger. The 






Expert 3: “it looks like a “client” definition. Such a 
“client” can either accept or request information. 
Hence, information flows in both ways” (Translated 
from Spanish) 
Expert 5: “Accepting could be changed to 
Receiving” 
Expert 8: “The target concept is far from the 
acceptation concept. Acceptation assumes a 
decision capability which is not included in the 
target notion.” 
Expert 10: “Important for software that try to 
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Table 5-2: Validation of the essential element definitions.  
The authors (2/3) 





Expert 3: “Data is defined as exchanged content 
among systems in two directions” (Translated 
from Spanish) 
Expert 4: “Data is exchanged. Information is an 
interpretation of data and is a human endeavor.” 
Expert 5: “Are you referring to processed data?” 
Expert 6“Perhaps defines as an object that 
contains the data and operations, the information, 
to be exchanged between the software systems.” 
Expert 8: “Information is global. An object is at 
least a piece of information” 
Expert 10: “More and more use semantics, AI 





Expert 3: “Format is defined as a structure for 
defining the way to write content” (Translated from 
Spanish) 
Expert 5:“Should be Data format instead of 
Code” 
Expert 8: “See above" 
Expert 7: “It is an abstract meaning. I think it is 
more related to the definition format 
understandable by the target software system 
expressed in the proposition 10” (Translated from 
Spanish) 
Expert 10: “Language can be matched with 
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Table 5-2: Validation of the essential element definitions.  
The authors (3/3) 





Expert 3: “It is needed to clarify the kind of 
interface—e.g., user interface, service interface, 
etc—referred in the example” (Translated from 
Spanish) 
Expert 4: “Interface can be a language. Means is 
a bit imprecise. Interface also looks like software 
whose role is to translate and transfer information” 
Expert 5:“It is clear” 
Expert 6:“The issue here is that one has two 
interfaces and the communications channel, even 
in a pure software system to be defined.   
Also the interface, especially if it is a standard, 
needs to be very specific about the version, and 
what options are implemented” 
Expert 7: “The meaning is ok, but the symbol 
name cannot convince me. It needs to be more 
specific” 
Expert 10:“Adaptors and Human interface are 
required to capture correctly information coming 





Expert 4: “Context should not change. It is the 
relationship between the software and other 
components. We should have an idea of what we 
mean by “elements” which is a term used over and 
over and is never defined” 
Expert 5: “It is clear” 
Expert 6: “Context is misleading. Information 
implementation or protocol or information 
definitions may be better.” 






Expert 5: “Should be Data types instead of 
representation contents of information” 
 
Expert 6: “Concrete representation, or 
implementation of the information.” 
 
Expert 7: “It needs to be more specific” 
 
Expert 8: “The symbol is a form belonging to the 
language. The content is a semantic concept. The 
form and the semantics are linked but are different” 
 
Expert 10:“Not sure I understand your description 
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The results about the level of agreement—i.e., strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, and 
strongly disagree—on the proposed definition of the essential elements are presented in 
Table 5-2. According to such results, a consensus is reached on the proposed definitions 
of essential elements: source software system, target software system, interface, and 
symbol. Results related to the rest of essential element definitions—i.e., information, 
language, and context—have a positive behavior of the LQ and UQ—LQ=3 and UQ=5—; 
such results lead to the establishment of an agreement. The main concern relays on the 
definition of information essential element since the concept data should be more 
appropriate for interoperability purposes. In Chapter 4, the reasons of our decision are 
explained. The concern about the usage of the language essential element and the decision 
to keep it are explained in the previous Subsection. Finally, name and definition of the 
context essential element are missed in the interoperability literature; for this reason, our 
proposed definition can be confused with other notions of the context concept. 
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5.1.3 Validating the propositions 
Table 5-3: Validation of propositions.  
The authors (1/8) 





Expert 5: “Typically, those data are already known 
before the interoperability process starts” 
 
Expert 7: “Frequently, it is done into the 
organizations and also some team members never 
take it in the right way” 
 
Expert 9: “It is possible to interoperate without 
knowing the information related to the software 
systems involved.” (Translated from Spanish) 
 
Expert 10: “The idea was to check whether we can 





Expert 7: “It is really important in the 
interoperability process” 
 
Expert 10: “Exact the perimeter of data 
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Table 5-3: Validation of propositions.  
The authors (2/8) 





Expert 1: “I feel that two kinds of duration are 
being mixed in this proposition. One thing is the 
duration of the collaborative 'agreement' between 
two organizations (e.g., one year) and another is 
the duration of message processing (e.g., one 
minute) between systems; the first corresponds to 
the business layer and the second corresponds to 
the systems layer. The scope of the thesis is the 
systems layer, so it points to the duration of 
message processing between systems and their 
frequency; therefore, the proposition should not 
include the word 'organizations'. Knowing the 
duration of each message processing and its 
frequency, you can set the volume, which is 
important to dimension the interoperability 
workload. 
If it is necessary to define the duration in both 
layers (business and systems), then I suggest to 
formulate two propositions.”  
 
Expert 3: “The concurrency is also important—
e.g., the system could have 100000 requests in 3 
milliseconds from different clients. Then, we 
should limit the number of requests as a principle 
of software security” (Translated from Spanish) 
 
Expert 5: “It is important to define the frequency of 
data Exchange” 
“These two features would appear to be important 
to interoperation” 
 
Expert 6: “Duration and frequency are different. I 
am not sure that collaboration duration has an 
importance for the exchange. What is importance 
?” 
 
Expert 8: “As well as the above it is important, 
especially when the team members or leaders 
understand how they can exchange data or 
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Table 5-3: Validation of propositions.  
The authors (3/8) 





Expert 5: “It is crucial to know the differences 
between the systems data for mapping data 
elements and create lookup tables” 
 
Expert 6: “Even more important, and probably a 
source of poor interoperability.” 
 
Expert 7: “It makes sense. Currently, it is not 
defined in many processes in the organizations. It 
needs to be clear and well established” 
 





Expert 5: “Those characteristics are necessary to 
know how to handle libraries, data formats, and 
possible issues” 
 
Expert 8: “When I receive a file in a known format 
(pdf for example), I do not need to know anything 
about the system of the source software” 
 
Expert 10:Yes I agree You can refer to works 






















Proposition 5: Describing 
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Table 5-3: Validation of propositions.  
The authors (4/8) 





Expert 4: “It only allows us to know up to a point. 
The state changes in the software are not 
knowable before run time unless we use formal 
methods” 
 
Expert 5: “It is important to take into account the 
systems’ capabilities of exchanging data, to 
determine whether they are interoperable or not” 
 
Expert 7: “For me, it is a little bit ambiguous. Just 







Expert 5: “It could be achieved with web services, 
database links, APIs, etc.” 
 
Expert 6: “Your definitions of integrated, unified 
and federated may not be universal.” 
 
Expert 10: “Methodology and specification are 
crucial 








Proposition 6: Comparing 
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Table 5-3: Validation of propositions.  
The authors (5/8) 





Expert 5: “It is necessary to clarify processes and 
data semantics.” 
 
Expert 10: “Yes it is required to defined the 
matching on the top of respective context. Meta 





Expert 5: “It should include data mapping with 
lookup tables.” 
 
Expert 6: “More than this, as you have alluded to 
in Axiom 1.” 
 
Expert 10: “A common understanding is very 
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Table 5-3: Validation of propositions.  
The authors (6/8) 





Expert 2: “The target system can also adapt to 
translate the language in its own language.” 
 
Expert 4: “This is true if we assume that there is 
no translation or an API or some remote procedure 
call” 
 
Expert 5: “Not necessarily, for example the 
interoperability process could be accessing a 
database table directly” 
 
Expert 6: “Also issue of exceptions and versions 
as described above” 
 






Expert 1: “By definition, the interface is 
responsible for transforming the information to 
ensure message processing. In this sense, this 
premise has no place since it is transferring the 
responsibility of the interface to one of the systems 
that interoperate. The most appropriate thing is 
that the premise focuses on defining the 
transformation that the interface must carry out 
between the languages of source software system 
and target software system.” 
 
Expert 2: “In this case, P10 must be consistent to 
P11” 
 
Expert 4: “This is only true if they are incompatible 
which does not mean that they are not 
heterogenous. The underlying model might be the 
same and therefore a middleware solution that 
both converge to can be a solution” 
 
Expert 5: “Sometimes the transformation could be 
done using a third system (middleware)” 
 
Expert 8: “What about the interface?” 
 
Expert 10: “Yes, again it depends mainly on the 
position in the market of the different tools. Leader 
won’t make the effort when challengers will. Then 
associations or standardization organization can 
push for independent standard and component 







Proposition 10: Encoding 
the information to be 
exchanged in an 
exchange language 














Proposition 11: Defining 
responsibility about 
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Table 5-3: Validation of propositions.  
The authors (7/8) 





Expert 2: “In some case, there is no interface in 
system A or in system B. The interface could be a 
cloud server in a third party somewhere. A 
special case is there is no interface, when system 
A send a file to B, B manages to translate in its 
own format.” 
 
Expert 3: “I think, the exchange of information 
happens among n x m systems” (Trans. from 
Spanish) 
 
Expert 4: “An interface can be established 
without an explicit agreement. Software A can 
make calls to an API of Software B without 
having to agree to anything” 
 
Expert 5: “Sometimes the process can be done 
directly on the systems, for example using 
database links.” 
 






Expert 2: “This can be done when the two systems 
always exchange the same types of information. 
When in the case the two systems don’t know what 
information to exchange before starting, they 
cannot define those rules beforehand” 
 
Expert 4: “There might be transformation rules 
from an outside standard that both move to. A and 
B could use the metric system for instance if they 
both use different representation models” 
 
Expert 5: “Sometimes the data in both systems 
are equivalent and there is no need to create 
transformation rules” 
 
Expert 9: “Transformation and-or interpretation 
rules?” 
 





















Proposition 13: Applying 
transformation rules 
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Table 5-3: Validation of propositions.  
The authors (8/8) 





Expert 2: “An example is welcome to illustrate 
this” 
 
Expert 3: “it is important. However, we need to 
have a backup of the information before it is 
transformed by using the source or target software 
system” (Translated from Spanish) 
 
Expert 4: “Again, this is not necessary for 
interoperation” 
 
Expert 5: “This should be done before the 
transformation.” 
 
Expert 10: “Important in particular when changing 
the level of abstraction, (one needs details that the 
other does not need but then in the way back new 






Expert 2: “An example is welcome to illustrate 
this” 
 
Expert 4: “I am not sure I understand this one.” 
 
Expert 5: “Not necessarily, there might be cases 
when the data are common in both systems and 
there is no need to transform them.” 
 
Expert 10: “Yes sometimes transformation is 
more than simple matching rules. To be refined” 
The results about the level of agreement—i.e., strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, and 
strongly disagree—on the propositions of the theory are presented in Table 5-3. According 
to such results, consensus is reached among the experts on propositions 1-10 and 15. 
Considering the opinions about proposition 10, the experts consider the used language for 
encoding the information should be recognizable by the target software system by using 
some mechanism—i.e. language and information translation, a pre-established negotiation, 
etc.  
We can also conclude the experts are in agreement—IQR=2, LQ=3, and UQ=5—on the 
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of the information. The experts consider such a responsibility should be addressed in the 
interface or in a third system. However, such a decision should be assigned in an explicit 
or implicit negotiation between the two systems. 
Regarding propositions 12 and 13, some experts refer to the need for a media for 
exchanging information—corresponding to the proposed definition of interface—in the way 
of APIs, database links, cloud server, web servers, etc. However, the conception of an 
interface like a pre-established agreement is the main concern of some experts. Such an 
agreement can be unilateral as in the case of the aforementioned mechanisms. An analysis 
from the practical point of view could be necessary. In addition, some experts hesitate the 
need for transformation rules, because the systems are sometimes in equivalent profiles 
and contexts and interoperability is directly established. Regarding the proposition 14, the 
concern is mainly applied when—before or after the transformations of the information—
the preservation of the information should happen. 
5.2 Validating by applying the proposition to some 
scenarios 
5.2.1 Scenario 1 
Related axiom:  
Axiom 3. Interoperability common context axiom—interpreting exchanged information by 
using a common context  
Related propositions: 
Proposition 8: Describing the context 
Description: 
Tolk et al. (2009) present software systems of three companies: car renting, manufacturing, 
and dealer. Each software systems has its own context.  
The universe of discourse of the car renting company is related to: cars, which are rented 
by customers; customers, accessing a catalog and reserving a car of their preference; 
reservations, which are confirmed by using vouchers, etc.  
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Cars have features—i.e., brand, color, model, mileage, etc. In addition, according to the 
government regulatory policies each car should periodically receive a vehicle inspection. 
After the inspection, whether we need to replace some part, such part should be ordered 
to the manufacturing company. On the other hand, the context of the car renting software 
system is represented by elements as car, customer, etc. Car attributes—relevant in such 
context—are: manufacturer in order to identify the company where a replacement should 
be ordered; and mileage in order to provide useful information for customers, among others. 
Some rules representing the relationships between elements of the software system are, 
for example, cars should be reserved by a registered customer, a reservation is confirmed 
by using a voucher, etc.  
A comparison between the universe of discourse of the car renting company and the 
software system context is presented in Table 5-4. According to proposition 8: Describing 
the context, a software system context is described as a list of software system elements, 
their attributes, and rules. 
Table 5-4: Comparison between software system universe of discourse and context, 
scenario 1.  
The authors based on (Tolk et al., 2009) 
Universe of discourse Context 






A Customer has features as: email, name, 
identification, preference, etc. 
 
To rent a car with the company a customer need to 
present an identification. 
 
A reservation of a car is made by a customer. 
Software system elements 
Car  
  Attributes: 
       manufacturer 
       mileage 
       Price 
Customer 
     Attributes: 
       name 
       email 
       id 
       customer code 
Reservation 
    Attributes: 
       date 
       total cost 
Car renting conceptual model: 
After reviewing the catalog, a customer made a 
reservation of a car 
When a reservation is confirmed a voucher is created 
Rules: 
Reserves to (customer, car) 
Confirmed in (reservation, voucher) 
Company partners  
Manufacturer company 
Dealer company 
Potential systems to interoperate 
Manufacturer company system 
Dealer company system 
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5.2.2 Scenario 2 
Related axiom:  
Axiom 3. Interoperability common context axiom—interpreting exchanged information by 
using a common context  
Related propositions: 
Proposition 9: Agreeing a common context 
Description: 
The next scenarios are used to illustrate two aspects about Proposition 9: Agreeing a 
common context, what agreeing a common context between two software systems means 
and some possible consequences for having a disagreement about the contexts of two 
software systems. 
Scenario 2.1: Suppose the proposed Scenario 1 about the car renting company; suddenly, 
interoperability between the car renting software system and the manufacturing software 
system is needed for replacing car parts. The car element involves an attribute called 
manufacturer in the car renting software system (source software system); manufacturer is 
an element with attributes as name, Id, etc. in the manufacturing software system (target 
software system). According to proposition 9: Agreeing a common context, a relationship 
between the manufacturer attribute and the manufacturer element should be established in 
a common context between such software systems. In Figure 5-1 we show the common 
context situation between such two software systems. 
Manufacturer Software System Context











Figure 5-1: Common context definition process, scenario 2. 
The authors 
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Scenario 2.2: Suppose the case example presented by Spalazzese (2011): interoperability 
between two software systems (Flickr and Picasa) dedicated to managing and sharing 
photos. The context of Flickr involves elements as sets and photo, among others. Picasa 
has a context involving elements as album and photo, among others. Let us suppose a 
disagreement about the common context between such software systems. The set 
element—from Flickr—is unknown to the context of the target software system. According 
to proposition 9: Agreeing a common context, two consequences can be possible:  
− an attempt is made to interpret the set element, for example, creating and storing 
all the photos of a set in a new album. As a result, the visibility settings of every 
photo should be a global property of the new album—according to the business 
rules of the target software system—instead of an individual property—according to 
the business rules of the source software system. Such an action leads to a conflict 
with user privacy preferences, because private photos could turn into public ones, 
while public photos remain inaccessible 
− information referring to the set element is ignored, because such element is 
unrecognized by the target software system 
5.2.3 Scenario 3 
Related axiom:  
Axiom 4. Interoperability language axiom—Encoding information for interoperability 
Related propositions: 
Proposition 10: Encoding the information to be exchanged in an exchange language 
operable by the target software system 
Description: 
Let us suppose the case example proposed by Gonzalez (2015), a hospital with two 
software systems for managing information of patients; such software systems are related 
to accounting area and scheduling appointment area. The databases are managed by using 
respectively MS Excel and MySQL. A portion of the context of both systems is intended to 
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match, hence, at least the information of patients should be the same. According to 
proposition 10: Encoding the information to be exchanged in an exchange language 
operable by the target software system, the information is exported by using the XML 
exchange language (see Figure 5-2). So, the information can be exchanged between 
software systems by using the same exchange language—i.e., sharing format, symbols, 
and context. However, we need additional work for reaching a mutual understanding of 
such information. 
XML data exported from MySQL
<ROWDATA> 
<ROW identification="1090909" fname="Servio Tulio " lname="Benítez Arco " email="stbenit@unal.edu.co " gender="Male"/>
</ROWDATA>
XML data exported from MS Excel
<Row> 
<Cell ss:StyleID="s66"><Data ss:Type="Number">1090909</Data></Cell> 
<Cell ss:StyleID="s67"><Data ss:Type="String">Benítez Arco</Data></Cell> 
<Cell ss:StyleID="s67"><Data ss:Type="String">Servio Tulio</Data></Cell> 
<Cell ss:StyleID="s67"><Data ss:Type="String">M</Data></Cell> 
<Cell ss:StyleID="s67"/> 
<Cell ss:StyleID="s67"><Data ss:Type="Number">3</Data></Cell> 
<Cell ss:StyleID="s67"><Data ss:Type="Number">5</Data></Cell> 
</Row>
 
Figure 5-2: Encoding information in an exchange language, scenario 3.  
The authors based on (Gonzalez, 2015) 
5.2.4 Scenario 4 
Related axiom:  
Axiom 5. interoperability interface axiom—Establishing interface for interoperability 
Related propositions: 
Proposition 12: Establishing an interoperability relationship by using an interface 
Description: 
Let us consider the scenario of interoperability between Dolibarr ERP/CRM (Customer 
Relationship Management; Dolibar ERP/CRM, 2003-2017)—a free open source software—
and PayBox (Paybox System, 2016)—a payment platform—; the agreement is made by 
using a web service available in the target software system PayBox. Languages used 
during the exchange for creating the information are PHP and XML. The context of source 
software system is related to: customer, invoice, order, and bank, among others. The 
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context of target software system is related to: entity, subscription, client, and payment, 
among others. According to proposition 12: Establishing an interoperability relationship 
by using an interface, common context between both systems is established by using local 
functions in the source software system: newpayment.php, paybox.php, and 
paybox.lib.php. In such functions, the information to be sent to the webservice is 
established—e.g., the attributes ref and thirdparty->id of an invoice (source software 
system element) are mapped to the PBX_CMD variable (target software system element). 
As a condition of the source software system, the invoice and customer references are 
mandatory information for referring to a payment. Finally, some actions involved in the 
interoperability process are: collecting payment information, validating payment 
















Figure 5-3: Interface between Dolibarr ERC/CRM and PayBox, scenario 4. 
The authors 
5.2.5 Scenario 5 
Related axiom:  
Axiom 5. interoperability interface axiom—Establishing interface for interoperability 
Related propositions: 
Proposition 13: Applying transformation rules defined in the interface 
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Description: 
Let us consider again the Scenario 1, interoperability between car renting software system 
(source software system) and dealer software system (target software system) for 
exchanging car information. The car element is part of both software system contexts. The 
car attributes are car_Id, type, mileage, and manufacturer in the context of source software 
system. The car attributes are VIN_number, mark, and model in the target software system 
context. According to proposition 13: Applying transformation rules defined in the 
interface, the transformation rules to be applied in the interface between such two software 
systems are: 
a. element to element rule: 
− Car (source software system) is an element equivalent to an element Car (target 
software system) 
b. attribute to attribute rule: 
−  car_Id is an attribute equivalent to an attribute VIN_number 
− manufacturer is an attribute equivalent to an attribute mark AND 
−  manufacturer is an attribute equivalent to an attribute model 
The car renting software system (source software system) is intended to interoperate with 
the manufacturing software system (target software system) for exchanging car part 
information when such parts need to be replaced. Source software system context has an 
attribute of the element car called manufacturer, and target software system context has an 
element manufacturer with identical purpose. In this case, the transformation rule to be 
applied is: 
c. attribute to element rule: 
−  All mentions of the attribute manufacturer (source software system) should refer to 
the element manufacturer (target software system) 
5.2.6 Scenario 6 
Related axiom:  
Axiom 5. interoperability interface axiom—Establishing interface for interoperability 
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Related Proposition: 
Proposition 15: Executing actions defined in the interface 
Description: 
According to proposition 15: Executing actions defined in the interface, some actions 
intended to interoperate the two software systems of the Scenario 4 about Dolibarr and 
PayBox web services are presented in Table 5-5. 
Table 5-5: Dolibarr and PayBox interface actions, scenario 6.  
The authors based on (Dolibar ERP/CRM, 2003-2017; 1/2) 
Action category: Establishing communication with the target software system 






Insert a parameter 
(key, value) into 
database (delete 
old key then insert 
it again). 
-Database 
-Paybox variable name 





Bringing target system 
e.g. 
print_paybox_redirect  
Create a redirect 





-Url to go back if payment is OK 
-Url to go back if payment is OK 
-Full tag 
Numeric 
value (1 OR 
-1) 
Action category: Establishing communication with the target software system 
Action Action Action Action 
Collecting elements in 




Create a new 
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Table 5-5: Dolibarr and PayBox interface actions, scenario 6.  
The authors based on (Dolibar ERP/CRM, 2003-2017; 2/2) 
Action category: Transforming information from a language of source software system to a language 
recognized by the target software system 
Action Description Required data Provided 
data 
Matching elements and 
attributes in source context 










(target software system) 
Create an object to 
obtain the payment 
reference   
-Database Object 






Validate if the 






6. Conclusions and future work 
6.1 Conclusions 
In this Thesis we proposed a theory about interoperability among heteroegeneous software 
systems based on the Semat kernel. The proposed theory was formulated grounded on the 
Semat proposal for creating theories in the software engineering discipline. In addition, we 
used the graphical elements and constraints of the Semat Essence language in this Ph. D. 
Thesis for describing the essential elements and the propositions about software systems 
interoperability. 
The essential elements and propositions of interoperability was stated by performing the 
following strategies: 
− A systematic literature review of the interoperability formalizations, which was useful 
for collecting the concepts commonly used for describing interoperability, resulting 
in seven essential elements and their relationships. 
− A terminology unification process, which allowed for tracking concepts in several 
proposals and mapping the concepts by recognizing their similarities by using three 
criteria. 
− The axiomatic approach formulation for explaining interoperability, which allowed a 
collaborative work with University of Bordeaux. 
Our theory about interoperability is a contribution to the theorical fundamentals in software 
engineering. Such a contribution is useful for interpreting and evaluating the current 
approach for interoperability and a starting point for consolidating and unifying the body of 
knowledge in interoperability. The main contributions of this Ph.D Thesis are: 
− A unified terminology useful for describing and discussing the 
interoperability models, frameworks, and meta-models. Such terminology is 
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obtained from the studies proposed by scholars who develop and report their results 
focused on solving interoperability problems. For this reason, we expect 
interoperability terminology can be incorporated into interoperability practices. 
− Seven essential elements for explaining interoperability between two software 
systems. Be advised that interoperability resembles a communication process in 
number and corresponding elements. Specifically, the notion of context is essential 
for semantic interoperability; state of the art  lacks this notion. Something similar 
happens with language notion for information encoding. 
− An axiomatic approach formulation for explaining how interoperability 
happens and how to achieve interoperability. The axiomatic approach is based 
on the relationships among identified essential elements during interoperability. 
Development two instruments—an interoperability domain template and an 
interoperability software profile—intended to previously characterize the software 
systems for predicting interoperability problems is an additional contribution of this 
Ph.D. Thesis. We also create examples in terms of the identified essential elements. 
− The definition of problems about interoperability and the identification of the 
sources of such problems by using the proposed theory. We validated the 
theory by describing the problems from cases examples reported in literature. We 
also verified the compliance of the propositions related to the completeness and 
expressiveness of the Theory in all such examples.  
− Analysis of the opinions and concerns of the experts related to names and 
definitions of essential elements and the propositions. In addition, the 
application of the interoperability propositions for verifying whether the essential 
elements are presented in all interoperability situations and their relationships are 
appropriately stated for describing interoperability problems and solutions. 
The concerns of the experts, the examples, and the collaborative work with other university 
lead us to identify the lines future of work presented in the next Section. 
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6.2 Future work 
The following lines of future research are identified: 
− The usage of the proposed theory for characterizing open issues about 
interoperability and identifying the practices and activities intended to achieve 
interoperability. 
− The proposal of a rigorous algebra for formalizing the axiomatic approach and 
demonstrating mathematically the propositions. 
− The usage of the interoperability theory for creating measures and measurement 
methods of interoperability related to each essential element identified.  
− The application of interoperability propositions in case studies from the industry and 
laboratories. In this way, we can collect data to be used for measuring 
interoperability and validating mathematical demonstrations of the propositions. 
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